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This document_contains the proceedings of the 20th annual Battery Workshop held
at Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland on November 4-5, 1987. The
Workshop attendees included manufacturers, users, and government
representatives interested in the latest developments in battery technology as they
relate to high reliability operations and werospace use. The subjects covered
included lithium cell technology and safety improvements, nickel-cadmium
electrode technology along with associated modifications, flight experience and life
testing of nickel-cadmium cells, and nickel-hydrogen applications and technology.
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Goddard Space Flight Center
On behalf of George Morrow, I would like to thank you for your continuing interest
in the annual NASA Battery Workshop. We sincerely hope that the 1987 Workshop
was as informative and enlightening as the past Workshops.
As in the past workshops, we have placed emphasis on the existing test programs
and recent improvements/events in the aerospace cells and batteries. The first day
was devoted to two sessions on general overview of the aerospace batteries and on
lithium cell technology. The overview section was opened by an enlightening
presentation on "Lessons Learned - Pay Attention" by Mr. Gilbert Roth of
NASA/HQ, and concluded with an overview of the NiCd and NiH2 battery program
in Japan. The afternoon lithium session covered the cell and battery technology for
both the aerospace and terrestrial usage. The second day began with the NiCd session
with presentations on both the on-ground life testing and on-orbit data. This was
followed by the afternoon session on the NiH2 technology with emphasis on the
ceU/battery design evaluation and simulated orbital cycling. The Workshop was
concluded with a panel discussion on the merits of the KOH concentration on the
NiCd and NiH2 cells. The panel discussion was moderated by Dr. Lawrence Thaller
of NASA Lewis Research Center, with opening remarks by Dr. Hong Lim of Hughes
Aircraft and Mr. James Dunlop of COMSAT Labs.
We would like to thank all the people that helped making the 1987 Workshop a
success. We would like to thank the attendees, presenters, and especially the session
chairmen for the time and effort they have put in, for making the Workshop an
active forum for discussion of aerospace cells and batteries.
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SESSION I
FLIGHT OVERVIEWS
Chairman: Mr. Thomas Y. Yi, GSFC
November 4-5, 1987 c_' "f
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"LESSONS LEARNED-PAY ATTENTION"
GILBERT ROTH
The first speaker was Gilbert Roth from NASA Headquarters on
"Lessons Learned-Pay Attention!" Roth heads the Aerospace
Advisory Panel (ASAP) established by Congress in 1967 and in
continuous existence since then. There are nine members in the
Panel--none from NASA other than Roth--and five consultants.
Roth pointed out that we must use our experience base--we
never seem to learn from what should have been lessons learned.
He called attention to the "under 40, over 40" syndrome: Those
under the age of 40 find it difficult to imagine that those over
40 have been through what they are going through, and conversely
those over 40 find it difficult to imagine that others may not
know of their successes and failures. Lessons learned do appear
as standards in company documents. Roth cautioned against
excessive use of acronyms because they can lead to loss of
intelligibility. In briefings, the audience may not wish to admit
its ignorance of insider acronyms and therefore miss the point
that is being made. (See viewgraph in the form of a letter from
the office of the NASA Administrator, Roth [Figure 4].)
Roth cautioned against excessive reliance on
procedures to catch errors before they become disasters.
review
Regarding safety issues, Roth said that ignoring "small
problems" can ultimately lead to big problems. There is a
tendency to try to solve extremely unlikely but potentially
catastrophic problems, and to ignore the more likely problems
that do not appear to be catastrophic.
Roth presented a viewgraph based on a letter from
E. Schmerling, which described the possibility of an explosion
due to Lithium batteries in AT-type computers (Roth [Figure
I0]).
The Power Information Center issues summaries of the status
of R & D for electrochemical systems (Roth [Figure II]).
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Officials-in-Charge of Headquarters Offices
AE/Exeutive Officer
Acronymous
"At a recent GMSR, the OSTS and the OSS discussed with A, AD, and AD-P
the ALS, ASRM, SDV, and ELV aspects of the Shuttle and the Station. A
part of this discussion was the need for an FRR to be conducted prior
to the FRF but after the CDDT for STS-26 or STS-71-A, and that the FRR
be held at JSC, NSTL, or KSC. J.R. thought it should be conducted at
MSFC at the same time as the OMSF-MC meeting. Having or not having an
FRF for STS-26 might not be important to CRAF, AXAF, or even HRSO, but
it is nevertheless tru that OSTS could use more OA for the test and
hence more BA than first envisioned."
The above paragraph is a fake; it is unreal, inaccurate, and unintelligible
to most people who read it. However, it is representative of where our
internal use of acronyms are jargon is taking the reader. In short, our
conTnunications are becoming uncommunicative to most people.
It is requested that both internal as well as external written and oral
communications explain the acronym or the vernacular terms the first time
they are used in the written correspondence or in a briefing.
Otherwise, we may never reach the people who could add a suggestion, agree
with the precept, or praise our good, intelligent, and original work
simply because they cannot understand us.
Henry E. Clements
Executive Officer
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Posted: Fri Apt 10, 1987 --94t.2--PM-F.gT Msg: JGIH-2551-4701From: "ESCHMERLI NG
TO: _.h._.._
I have no personal experience cf Lithium battery explosions, but-have now
heard warnings from several, usually reliable, sources. I therefore pass
on the following, courtesy of a local computer bulletin board:
YOU MAY HA%_ A TIMEBOMB IN YOUR COMPUTER ....
If you have an AT type machine, it may literally contain a timebombl
The warning comes from Alex Papakyriakou, General Manager, of Inter-
national Batte:y Corporation, Reseda, CA, and exclusive marketer
of Tadiran lithium replacement ba%teries. (Tadiran supplies about
80% of the AT's, compatibles, and clones.) I, a battery engineer, am
also adding tc this warning
High rate lithium batteries may explode when they reach a very low
level of charge due to internal gas pressure buildup. This can be cre-
ated by shorts within the cells occurring from dendritic calcium
growths Chat can take place when the battery nears the end of life
External short circuits can cause explosions as well. The problem is
potentially inherent in high rate lithium batteries because of their
particular chemical system. The problem does NOT affect low rate sys-
tems such as found in watches
When the battery is discharged--in anywhere from a few months to a few
years, depending on quality--the clock will begin flashing the incor-
rect time, and you will receive confi_uraticn error messages on bootup
It is important that you dispose of the battery immediately! It is also
important that you replace the unit with one that is UL approved and
has undergone rigorous aging, short circuit, crush and heat testing
Better batteries will often include an internal resistor to limit cur-
rent flow
Batteries which are not UL approved tend to be supplied with lower cost
:lones. It is worth taking you machine apart to look for the UL logo,
a reverse "R" joined to a _U." IBC's Tadiran batteries are guaranteed
for 3 years in use and a shelf life of 10 years. For info, call Son_a
_urty at IBC, (818) 609-0516 (6860 Canby Ave Suite 113 Rer,eda CA,)1335) ' ' '
Mel Morganstein
FIGURE i0, ROTH
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"JPL FLIGHT PROGRAM REVIEWS"
KARLA CLARK
Karla Clark (JPL), gave the presentation "JPL Flight Proqram
Reviews." Five flight programs were described along with a NiCd
RTOP program.
The Magellan mission will map 90 percent of the Venusian
surface during which the batteries will be subjected to
18003.1hour day/night cycles. There will be a 1.5 year cruise to
Venus. The battery design consists of 2/26.5AH batteries with a
28V unregulated bus. There are 22 cells per battery. The
batteries will face highly variable Venusian orbit cycles, for
the DOD varies from 7 to 35 percent.
The Galileo Orbiter is a planetary mission to Jupiter
baselined for the 1991 launch. The battery which will be
subjected to a 6 year cruise are planned to be used only twice.
It will supplement the RTG as well as provide load leveling
capability. It will consist of 18 15AH cells.
The Galileo Probe will have 3 LiSO 2 battery modules which
will provide 19.4AH capacity. The probe will be released 150
days prior to arrival at Jupiter. The batteries will provide
6.25 hours of pre-entry power as well as 48 minutes of discharge
during descent.
TOPE/( is scheduled for a 3-year LEO orbit which may be
extended to 5 years. It will have a 102 minute orbit (77 min
charge/35 minute discharge). It will use 3 50AH NASA Standard
Batteries of the MPS design built by McDonnel Douglas. The
batteries will be subjected to a nominal DOD of 12 percent.
Although the Mars Observer is baselined for a 1990 launch,
the actual date has slipped to FY92. It will use 2/26.5AH
batteries of the DMSP/TIROS design. There will be a 1 year
cruise, followed by 700 earth days of orbital mapping Mars. This
is equivalent of a total 8400 day/night cycles (79/39 minute
day/night). The batteries will have a DOD of 24 to 27 percent.
There is independent charge control of the 2 batteries. The
batteries will be charged with constant potential with a set C/D,
then trickle.
Mariner Mark II (CRAF) is in the pre-project phase and will
be built in-house at JPL. It will fly in formation for 4 years
with the comet Temple II, and during the time, it will send a
penetrator down to the comet surface. A three year cruise is
anticipated, followed by a 4 year mission. The battery design
consists of 32 cells with 30V regulated bus. There will be a
partial reconditioning capability.
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The last topic is the NiCd RTOP in which JPL intends to
understand the NiCd technology by developing a prediction model
and an accelerated test regime. A number of items such as
electrochemical principles, manufacturing data, and performance
data will be compared to generate the prediction model.
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"ENERGY STORAGE CQHSZD/_-'ZOHS FOR A
ROBERT CATALDO
Bob Cataldo (NASA Lewis
Storaqe Considerations for a
Rover)."
Research Center) discussed "Ener_
Robotic Mars Surface Sampler (Mars
Possible power sources for the mission are Radioisotope
Thermal Electric Generator (RTG), beamed microwave power, and
photovoltaic (PV) (Cataldo [Figure 1]). There are safety
concerns with the RTG, and the chance of having beamed microwave
power in time for the mission is slight.
The PV solar array will be deployable. It will be
susceptible to Martian dust storms (there can be 300 mph winds)
although they will not be as significant as they are on Earth
because of the low-density atmosphere. Another problem is that
the Rover, if it is autonomous, could get "boxed in" behind a
hill, causing a shadow to fall across the array thus decreasing
power to the rover. (Cataldo [Figure 2]).
A strong motivation for the Rover mission is to bring back 5
kg of rocks and core samples, possibly drilling into the
permafrost, possibly to find fossilized types of life. "93/'94
technology will be used for a'98 launch. After the rock sampling
is over, the Rover could continue to explore the Martian surface.
The Lander could be powered by a solar array, and the Rover could
go back and forth using the Lander as a "filling station." The
"Trade Analysis" viewgraph, (Cataldo [Figure 4]) shows power
system mass vs battery type for a 500W Rover and brings out the
conclusion that an RTG system is always a weight saver compared
to a PV system. On a volume basis, (Cataldo [Figure 5]) both the
integrated and the dedicated fuel cells have the advantages. The
advantages of the bipolar nickel hydrogen battery over the sodium
sulfur battery include a 35 percent reduction in volume and the
demonstrated 10,000- cycle life. The integrated fuel cell and
the bipolar battery are primary candidates for this scenario.
Cataldo concluded that PV with electrochemical storage can do the
job overall for the Rover with the possible need for modifica-
tions in operations on a day-to-day basis, because night
operation and long troverses would increase the storage weight.
Qo Broderick (GTE): How do you determine the environmental
temperature? What are the design criteria?
A.
Mars has a -40 degree C temperature. This implies the need
for heaters. The onboard computer will set the heating
requirement as well as other instrumentation. Equatorial
temperatures of 20 degrees C may create a need for cooling
as well.
28 NASA/GSFC Battery Workshop
Q$
AQ
Margalit (Tracor Battery): You say temperatures will be
lower, but atmospheric densities will also be lower. How
will the system lose heat? Have you considered the reduced
heat transfer rates in the presence of lower atmospheric
density?
Thermal management must be looked at, but it hasn't been
examined yet.
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LEGEND:
0
I° - 00 KI'I
RECHARBE/SCIENCE SITES (50 Ki'I RANBE SHOWN)
EXTENDED MISSION AFTER SAMPLE RETURN
RECHARBE AT LANDER (50 KM RANGE SHOWN)
RECHARBE ON ROVER
FIGURE 2. CATAL_DO ROVER TRAVERSING OPTIONS
BASED ON POWER SOURCE LOCATIONS
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ENERGY STORAGE CONSIDERATIONS FOR A
ROBOTIC MARS SURFACE SAMPLER
P.M. O'Donnell, R.L. Cataldo,
O.D. Gonzalez-Sanabria
NASA Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135
INTRODUCTION
Manned exploration of Mars is being proposed by the National Commission on
Space for the next century (Ref. l). To accomplish this task with minimal
resupply cost for extended stay times, use of Mars' resources is essential.
Methods must be developed to manufacture or extract water and oxygen from
elements indigenous to Mars before we send explorers to the planet.
Therefore, we must send precursor surveying equipment to determine Mars'
resources to a greater extent than is now known from Viking l and Viking 2
data. A 1992 launch is planned for the Mars Observer that will contribute
greater mapping resolutions and to expand the scientific data base. However,
the Observer will not be able to ascertain sub-surface resources such as water
in the form of permafrost. A Mars Rover and Sample Return (MR/SR) precursor
mission has been identified to accomplish the task of determining surface and
sub-surface mineral and chemical resources that will be utilized by future
explorers. In addition, geological data of Mars can be.obtained to better
understand the planet's evolution and possible clues to the history of the
solar system. The geological features of Mars include; impact craters, vast
canyons, huge volcanoes, shifting sand dunes and polar ice caps.
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The proposed rover will provide scientists with the necessary information
about abundant resources that would guide the required technology development
needed to support a manned Mars infrastructure. This infrastructure would
include ecological systems, power generation facilities, manufacturing plants
and construction materials. For example, if water in the form of permafrost
is present on Mars, the resource would be used for drinking and used in the
production of oxygen and hydrogen. These gases would be produced by
electrolysis units or possibly by direct thermal decomposition. The oxygen
would be used for life support and both gases would be used in a fuel cell
energy storage device. The fuel cell plant could provide utility
load-leveling in a nuclear power generation system or supply night time power
in a photovoltaic power system. In addition, the fuels could be utilized for
motive power in a Martian Roving Vehicle (MRV) similar in function to the
Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) to transport astronauts on the surface of Mars.
The precise scenario for the MR/SR mission is not defined at present. One
such scenario is to collect surface mineral samples and drill for sub-surface
core specimens.
These samples will undergo in-situ analysis and will be stored on the rover
and transported to the Earth Return Vehicle (ERV), which will return about lO
Kgs of samples for further in-depth analysis. The rover could transverse
hundred's of Kms during one year while collecting the samples. At first, the
rover will travel short distances to collect samples and safely return them to
the ERV. As confidence is developed in rover operations, longer, slightly
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riskier, terrain will be covered. Once the rover has collected and returned
the allotted samples, the ERV will return to earth and the rover will be left
behind to explore high risk terrain near canyons, volcanoes and possibly the
polar regions. On-board laser instrumentation could be used to scan and
analyze areas of geological interest such as canyon and crater walls not
readily accessible to the rover. Data of the Martian globe could be recorded
and relayed for many years. The actual rover operations plan for both the
sample return and extended mission will have a large impact on rover
capabilities and the power system supplying power for transversing and
scientific instrumentation.
POWER SOURCE AND CONVERSION
Several power source/conversion and location options for the rover have been
identified (Figure l). These include power genera=ion on the lander, Entry
Vehicle (EV), Mars Orbiter (MO) and on the rover itself. Power from the
lander would require the rover to return to the landing site to recharge the
energy storage system, which limits rover excursions to one-half the range of
the storage capability. Power from the EV or MO could be beamed microwave or
laser power converted from photovoltaic cells on the orbiting spacecraft. The
probability of advances in this power transmission technology, to increase
efficiency and reduce mass may be beyond the mission technology cut-off date
of the 1992-93 time frame.
For on-board rover power, a radioisotope thermoelectric generator (RTG) has
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been considered with energy storage to handle peak power demands. However,
the availability of isotopes for NASA's use is in question, in addition to
high cost, low power density and the politically unfavorable use of reactive
materials.
Another method for power generation on board the rover employs rover housed
deployable photovoltaic arrays and rechargeable energy storage. The array
would be deployable for several reasons, which include:
l) larger area than could be body mounted for faster recharge times
2) sun pointing capability for optimum solar collection
3) Retracted during transversing to increase rover stability and
maneuverability
4) Protection during dust storms if necessary.
The rover essentially carries its own motive power energy source and utility,
and the deployable array, to supply power for "on-location" recharging, and to
perform in-situ scientific analysis. The rover's sampling area is not limited
in size by a required return to a fixed "gas-station" as in the scenario of
having only recharge capability at the landing site.




deploy array and recharge
retract array and transverse to next science site if within
range, if not repeat step l
deploy array to power science experiments and recharge.
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Figure 2 shows a graphic representation of the two location options for power
generation; l) fixed and 2) portable.
In addition to motive power the rover's energy storage system must have
peaking power capability for high power demand operations such as drilling,
coring, instrument operation, steep incline maneuvers and maneuvering out of
difficult terrain.
STORAGE SYSTEMS
The storage systems considered in this study are listed in Table l along with
relevant characteristics; the development status at the present time, the peak
power capability of the system and cycle life.
Depending on the driving cycle of the rover, instrument power and reserve
power, the power system will require about l.O to 5.0 kWh of capacity. The
driving cycle profiles will be similar to those used for terrestrial electric
vehicles. Extensive work was done between 1975 to 1982 on both lead-acid and
nickel-zinc battery systems for electric vehicles sponsored by DOE at the NASA
Lewis Research Center (Ref. 2).
However, since battery change-out cannot be considered, battery systems with
greater charge/discharge cycle capability (>lO00 cycles) will be required for
the rover. Both nickel-cadmium and nickel-Hydrogen systems have demonstrated
many cycles (_lO, O00) in space use at charge and discharge rates more severe
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than required for a rover. Therefore, rover operations could span a 5-I0 year
life time. State-of-the-art advancements are continuing to be made projecting
energy densities of 40-50 Wh/Kg in the near term, and even higher in the
future. Battery assembly techniques using bipolar technology in
nickel-hydrogen systems have improved high rate pulse performance, thermal
management and battery volume and weight. Prototype batteries of this type
have demonstrated lO00's of LEO cycles that are one hour charges/half hour
discharges, presently with 8000 cycles on an actively cooled 12.0 volt battery
and over 1500 cycles on a passively cooled 70.0 volt battery. Increases in
cycle life can be projected when considering the less demanding rover
operating regime.
The primary fuel cell has been traditionally the power choice for manned space
missions because it is compatible with the life support system and has a high
energy density. For the rover application one wou_d need to have recharge
capability. The regenerative fuel cell was examined for Space Station and
both the fuel cell and the electrolyzer have thousands of hours of testing as
individual units, however, very limited testing has been done on the two
systems operating in a closed cycle unit, referred to as a regenerative fuel
cell (RFC).
The regenerative fuel cell with separate hardware for the fuel cell and the
electrolyzer is referred to as a dedicated fuel cell system.
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Recent studies of fuel cells for GEO missions (Ref. 3) have examined the
possibility of combining the fuel cell and electrolyzer into one set of
hardware. This system could be a completely passive system with the advantage
of increased reliability. This system is just in the development stage.
Among the other systems considered, Na/S has a high energy density of about
IOO Whr/kg. It is at the prototype stage of development and could be a
candidate for a Mars Rover when developed to its full potential.
The reversible lithium systems and the bipolar lead-acid system are in the
laboratory demonstration stage of development and are not considered viable
for the proposed technology cut-off date.
ROVER CHARACTERISTICS
Several design options for the rover can be considered depending on the final
ambitiousness of the MR/SR mission. The most reliable scenario, with a small
increase in versatility over Viking, would involve a small tethered rover that
would receive power and control commands via it's umbilical cord. The rover's
limited range would tend to increase the lander's capability to touchdown in
higher risk terrain that may accompany a potentially rewarding site
selection. In addition, the rover would always find its way back to the
lander by following it's cord.
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Untethered rovers will require a high level of sophistication to accomplish a
more ambitious mission. A "high tech" autonomous rover with an extensive
range would allow a safe touchdown site selection for the lander while still
accessing rewarding, remote science sites nestled in possibly risky terrain.
This level of rover capability requires particular consideration for local and
global navigation and guidance, data compression, storage and transmission,
communications and control, artificial intelligence, propulsion, aerobraking
and power conversion and storage.
Local navigation, guidance and hazard avoidance is of particular concern
during rover operation due to the 10 to 20 minute delay in the communication
link between Earth and Mars. Rover navigation and guidance may need support
from a Mars communication infrastructure comprised of low altitude orbiters
and aerosynchronous orbiters. Uninterrupted communication at the Martian
poles would require a "pole sitter" satellite, which is placed in a libration
point high above the planet that only requires small amounts of electric
propulsion for station keeping. In addition, a satellite placed in Earth
orbit at an Earth-Sun libration point, 60 degrees leading or trailing the
Earth, would allow continuous communication during Earth-Mars occultation.
Local navigation options include tele-operation from Earth, based on rover
and/or orbiter mounted cameras and autonomous navigation using artificial
intelligence and precursor mapping data files. An autonomous system would
allow the rover to know where it had been, it's current location, and the
return path to the lander. The autonomous system would require more power to
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operate, however, it could also save power by retracing it's path back to the
lander.
POWER PROFILE
The power profile considered for this study is shown in Figure 3 for the
PV/storage option. This scenario allows the rover eight hours of traversing
and scientific study, eight hours of scientific study while immobile and eight
hours for recharging the energy storage system. The total rover power demand
was 5OOW of which 150W was used to power the scientific instruments. As noted
on the figure, the rover operations could be segmented over several days.
TRADE STUDY ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Two different power system options were evaluated in this paper. One option
consisted of an RTG/energy storage device, where the energy storage was used
to provide power for peaking and load leveling, ana the second one consisting
of a photovoltaic array (PV)/energy storage power system where storage is used
for motive power. Only storage systems with demonstrated cycle life, peaking
capabilities and those that might be available by the technology cut off date
were evaluated. These were compared for each power system design and then the
two power systems were compared for the advantages and disadvantages of each
particular design with respect to total system weight and volume.
Average energy densities were used for the storage systems, since the
particular elements of the design have not been established at this point.
The energy densities are shown in Table I. A deployable Galium-Arsenide
(GaAs) solar array was used as the basis of comparison with an average power
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density of llO W/m 2 and lO Kg/KW. A state-of-the-art RTG with a 250W power
output and a total system weight of 55 Kg was used.
A total storage capability of 2 KWhr was required for the RTG/storage system.
For this small storage capability only batteries were considered. The results
of the total system weight and volumes for the different storage systems are
shown in Figures 4 & 5. The preliminary analysis shows that Sodium-Sulfur
(Na-S) has the lowest total weight and highest volume while the Advanced
Nickel-Cadmium (Ni-Cd) has the lowest total volume but highest weight. To
reduce both system weight and volume concurrently, the Bipolar Nickel-Hydrogen
(Ni-H 2) battery would be the storage system of choice.
The PV energy storage power system option needs to provide 5.2 kWhr of
storage. This higher storage capacity makes it vie_le to include regenerative
fuel cells as part of our studies. To calculate the total array size and
weight the efficiencies of the storage systems were taken into consideration.
This accounts for the substantially heavier solar array needed when fuel cells
are used. The results show (Figures 4 & 5) that fuel cells will offer
definite weight and volume advantages over any other storage system
considered. A fuel cell system results in over a 50% weight and volume
savings. Looking at the other storage systems, the previously found trends
were maintained with the Bipolar Ni-H 2 being the next overall system of
choice.
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When the two power systems are compared the PV/storage system could provide a
lighter weight yielding a 30% weight savings. It will also provide a total
overall lower volume with a 40% reduction when the system is optimized for
both weight and volume. Other system advantages and disadvantages should be
considered when a more detailed analysis is performed taking into account the
1
integration, single point failure reliability issue, safety and complexity of
these two power systems.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The power system options examined in this paper for a MR/SR mission show that
there are certain weight and volume advantages associated with specific
systems.
For the RTG/storage system the bipolar nickel-hydrcgen battery and the sodium-
sulfur battery are both candidates for storage. The bipolar nickel-hydrogen
technology is further advanced, more than 8000 LEO cycles have been
demonstrated at the battery level along with peak power capability of 25C.
The bipolar nickel-hydrogen storage occupies 35% less volume than the sodium-
sulfur battery, while increasing the system weight by only 8% for the same
power level. It also has the benefits of low temperature operation and less
complexity.
For the PV/storage system, the integrated fuel cell and the bipolar
nickel-hydrogen battery are the primary candidates for storage. The fuel cell
becomes a more weight and volume efficient option as rover traverse times
exceed several hours. Rover power system requirements must be finalized so
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that hardware development can be initiated on system components to meet the
mission schedule. The bipolar nickel-hydrogen battery is at the prototype
technology level while the integrated fuel cell is at the beginning of a
development program.
The MR/SR and extended mission can be accomplished utilizing photovoltaics and
electrochemical storage. The most promising systems from a weight and volume
consideration should be brought to a technology readiness level of six by the
1992-93 time frame in order to be a serious contender for system selection for
this mission.
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"PRO_F_S IN NlCd AND I_H 2 BATTERIES
FOR SPACE USE IN JAPAN*'
KOICHI YAMAWAKI
The final speaker for the overview session was Koichi Yamawaki
(National Space Development Agency of Japan) who spoke on
"Progress in NiCd and NiH 2 Batteries for Space Use in Japan." He
listed the NASDA satellite programs from FY 57 to 87. NASDA
of Japan has been devoted in the H20 Rocket development Program
since 1983. The H20 Rocket would have the ability to put a 2 ton
weight satellite in a geostationary orbit. NASADA has initiated
The Advance Engineering Satellite named ETS-Vl to be launched in
1992. In order to meet ETS-VI mission the batteries are
requested to be high performance, having a long life over ten
years and also a high energy density. Yamawaki presented a
large number of viewgraphs depicting spacecraft plans and related
battery research and development plans. The major requirements
for a NiCd battery cell are listed in Yamawaki [Figure 4]). This
battery will be used in the future for long term low earth orbit
satellites. The main factors of the Advanced NiCd batteries are:
• Electrodes - electrochemically deposited substrate
high density up to material implementation.
• Diminished substrate corrision for long life.
• Separators
solution.
diminished degradation in alkaline
He then discussed the first trials of a new NiCd battery.
There was a leakage in the cell due to alkaline corrosion; A new
brazing technique has been found to be more effective in
combating this corrosion. _e found a burst pressure for the NiCd
cell of about I00 kg/cm z (Yamawaki [Figure 6]). In the
organization of Battery Development, last year three battery
manufactures in Japan joined the program. As a result of global
judgement from this year a decision was made to select Sanyo
Electric Co., LTD as the battery integration maker. Under NiCd
development electrodes, hermetic terminal, and the cell structure
are elements that have been researched since 1985. He followed
this discussion with a similar discussion of the NiH 2 battery R
and D. NiH 2 will be used for larger capacity applications,
(Yamawaki [Figure ii]). Toshiba Corporation is the main
contractor for the development of the NiH 2 cell integrator. A
nickel hydroxide impregnation system Is used (Yamawaki [Figure
12]). There has been some research on dual-pore Hydrogen
electrodes, (Yamawaki [Figure 13]).
Results of performance tests for the first trial 35 AH NiH 2
cell appear in (Yamawaki [Figure 18]). A fuel-cell study for the
Japanese shuttle is to be finished by next June.









Koehler (Ford Aerospace): What
NiCd battery?
is the status of the ETS-5
Battery performance is "fine."
and is working well in orbit.
The battery is in operation
Gentry (Johnson Controls) What has
with the mild steel pressure vessel?
as well in fatigue tests as Inconel?
been your experience
Does mild steel work
I will address this in the break
misreading from Yamawaki's OHP.)
(Mild steel was his
Andrasik (NASA Lewis): What material was used for the
pressure vessel in the hydrogen cell?
Inconel 718.
Youngblood (GE America): What reconditioning procedure was
used for the NiCd cells on ETS-6?
It was the same procedure used for ETS-5.
special.
It's not so
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SESSION H
LITHIUM
Chairman: Dr. Gerald Halpert, JPL
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"THE USE OF LITRIqM BATEERIES IN SPACE"
GERALD HALPERT
After the break Gerald Halpert of JPL took over as chairman of
the Lithium session.
Gerald Halpert (JPL) gave the presentation "The Use of Lithium
Batteries in Space" in which he listed past applications of
lithium batteries along with technology issues goals and future
NASA plans. ' '
The obvious advantages of lithium batteries over other
chemical energy storage devices include higher specific energies,
higher volumetric energy density, and longer activated shelf
life. All these result in a battery that is lighter, smaller,
and longer lasting during the cruise phase.
The lithium batteries have been used in:
Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) - LiSO 2
Galileo Probe - LiSO 2
Shuttle - There are several shuttle applications
which use the lithium system. They
include helmet light, EMU TV Camera,
Mineoscope, various recorders, etc.
Centaur Launch Vehicle - LiSOCI2
Due to inherent weight/volume advantages, the lithium
batteries can be used in many JPL applications. The planetary
observer missions need light weight/low volume batteries.
Although RTG's are satisfactory for the providing continuous
power, they are inadequate for pulse power. Probes are ideal
applications for primary lithium batteries.
Halpert presented a NASA OAST chart on future spacecrafts
which may require lithium chemistry. The chart covers from
1980's to 2010's, enveloping transportation systems, spacecrafts,
and large space systems.
For the specific goals of lithium primary cells, a LiSOC12
cell be developed by EOFY '88 with 300 Ah/Kg, activated storage
life of I0 years, and safe operation at -40 degrees C.
Similarly, for the secondary cells, 100-125 Wh/Kg energy density
will be demonstrated by 1992. This reflects 4 to 6 times that of
the state-of-the-art rechargeable systems. By 1997, 150-200
Wh/Kg will be demonstrated, and by 2002, 200-500 Wh/Kg. The
system shall be capable of safe operations, and for 1000 cycles
(GEO). Halpert envisions using primary lithium cells on the
launch vehicles such as Centaru and
_4_£_C_,_ _c_ BriNK N_W_ standby emergency
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equipment such as Crew Emergency Return Vehicle; on astronaut
power such as MMU and EMU; on probes such as Saturn Orbiter Titan
Probe; and experiments such as GAS.
A road map outlining the development of primary LiSOCl 2 cell
was presented for years 1982 to 1992. By that time, a LISOCl 2
cell with 300 Wh/Kg and i0 year active storage life will be
developed.
Halpert envisions using secondary lithium cells on planetary
missions for prime power and RTG segmentation. He also sees the
lithium usage for GEO orbits as well as for mobile equipment
vehicles such as a rover. The lithium system may of course be
used in the equipment used by an astronaut.
Like for the primary system, a road map outlining the
development of rechargeable lithium cell was presented for years
1984 to 1994. By the time, a lithium cell with 100 Wh/Kg and 10
year active storage life will be developed.
Halpert presented various charts on specific programs and
other JPL development works on lithium cell. A chart on
technology issues and developments for use of LiTiS 2 was
presented. Various options which may require the usage of
lithium cells for Mars Sample Return mission were summarized in
one of the charts.
Halpert concluded by saying that because of lighter weight,
smaller volume, and long storage life requirements, lithium
batteries are becoming a viable alternative as its technology and
safety are improved.
Q. : Are we pushing lithium into crystal? Lithium is
thermodynamically unstable. Going into and out of cathodes
depends on kinetics. Can we go in and out at high rates?
A.
The limiting electrode has been lithium. TiS 2 electrodes
are being studied. We have four years to go.
Q. Mackowski (McDonnell Douglas): Is
JPL?
the work taking place at
A. The Li and NiCd work takes
fuel cell and NiH 2 work.
place at JPL. Lewis does the
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"THE SELECTI_ OF SAFE
FOR SARSAT 406 MHz BEA(XMqS"
DAVID PERR_NE presented by GERALD HALPERT
Gerald Halpert (JPL) gave the presentation "The Selection of
Safe Batteries for SARSAT 406 MHz Beacons." This talk was
originally scheduled to be given by David Perrone (JPL).
The Search and Rescue Satellite (SARSAT) is a joint venture
among United States, Canada, France, and Soviet Union. Both
marine and aeronautical vehicles as well as persons who carry
Emergency Locator Transmitter (ELT) or Emergency Position
Indicating Radio Beacon (EPIRB) will be able to send signals on
emergency to the SARSAT satellite. The intercepted signal is
then relayed to a Local User Terminal which then coordinates the
rescue with Mission Control Center and the Rescue Coordination
Center. Batteries which are safe and have long storage life are
needed for the ELT and EPIRB.














Two classes of beacons were identified based on the operation
temperature requirements. Class 1 beacons operate at -40 degrees
to 55 degrees C; this is a long term development. A near term
work concentrated on class 2 beacons which has an operating
temperature requirement of -20 degrees to 55 degrees C. The
storage life for both classes is for 2 to 5 years at -40 degrees
to 71 degrees C. Safety was critical, for no hazard must be
posed by the batteries to operating or non-operating ships,
aircrafts, or their personnel.
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The JPL work centered around identifying the candidate
electrochemical systems for the SARSAT batteries. It then
conducted limited testing of the candidate systems, followed by
recommending a battery system as a near term alternative to the
lithium-liquid cathode systems. It then recommended an approach
to obtain an optimum battery system.
Various commercially available power sources were evaluated
with a numerical rating system. The cell chemistries were rated
on safety, operating temperature requirements, energy density,
rate capability, and charge retention. The rating are s_rized
in Figures 8.and 9. _rom this evaluation, 5 candidate systems
were chosen. 2/3A size LiMnO2, 2/3A size Li(CF)D , prismatic
LiAgV205. _ , C size CdHgO, and D size alkallne. The
characterlstics of these selected candidates are outlined in
Figure 10.
To evaluate the 5 systems, Peronne and Attia examined the
manufacturer's data. They also obtained voltage-pulse current
profile to determine the maximum current capability for puse mode
operation and to size the battery to beacon power demands. An
experimental evaluation of the beacon simulation was done to
evaluate cell performance using beacon duty cycle. Other areas
tested included capacity loss test to ascertain cell shelf life
under severe storage conditions, and abuse tests to investigate
the most likely events associated with beacon application (short
circuit, overdischarge, charge, recharge, etc.).
From these tests two safe,.commercially available cells have
emerged which can meet all requirements for the near term beacon
application: 2/3A size LiMn02, and 2/3A size Li(CF)n. Two other
safe systems have potential for the long term beacon application,
but they require further development: prismatic LiAgV205._, and C
size CdHgO. Alkaline cells cannot meet the SARSAT requirements









What is the timeline for selecting the
We recommended the carbon monofluoride and the manganese
dioxide cell. The SARSAT people at GSFC will decide. They
are concerned about safety on passenger aircraft. This is a
DOT i_u_. '
Stearns (GE Astro Space): Lithium thiochloride is good.









: How many cycles are wanted?







These are primaries only. We want the beacon to survive for
three to five years and have 48 to 96 hours of operations.
Sulkes (USALABWM): Suppose the satellite acquires the
beacon; does the beacon turn off?
The beacon can't be turned off until the next satellite pass
Krehl (Electrochem): Is there an active program for the
safety of the thionylchloride cell?
We're working on safety.
truly safe is tough.
Determining whether a system is
Willis (AT&T): Could we cut down the pulse signal frequency
to 10 Hz to save the batteries?
It sounds logical. There is a trend to adopting a 2 W





The system has a major problem -- 98 percent
Rescue crews have been injured pursuing false
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"SOLID - SOLID PHASE Cm&MGE MA_"_%L FQR _
MAHAG_rE OF LITHIUN BATTER_ PACKS"
ERIC DARCY
Eric Darcy {JSC) spoke on "Solid - Solid Phase Change Material
for Thermal Management of Lithium Battery Packs." Thermal
management is the main problem for lithium battery packs.
Lithium thionyl chloride is the highest energy density system
that has flown but it has a problem with inherent heat generation
(Darcy [Figure 3]). The goal, then, is to find a material
suitable for space flight which will provide effective heat sink
mass and be safe. Solid-solid phase-change materials that were
looked at were stycast and polyalcohols (Darcy [Figure 5]).
Stycast is an epoxy casting resin that is commercially available.
Polyalcohols are low-density derivatives of neopentane.
Neopentyl glycol (NPG) forms polyalcohol. It has the solid-solid
phase-change property and has the advantage of latent heat of
transformation in going from phase 1 to phase 2 (Darcy [Figure
6]). Solid phase-change materials (PCM) have the advantage over
liquids of not posing a containment problem (Darcy [Figure 7].)
The specific heat of NPG is being studied now.
JSC is now trying to determine the specific heat and the
sublimation rate of NPG and also its performance in a lithium
cell. There is a program to correlate simple experimental results
with theory, and then to apply the theory to larger battery packs
(Darcy [Figure 8]).
Evaluation is to be completed by November 1987 and there will
be further work to improve on poor conductivity and a high
sublimation rate.
Q. Koenig (Chloride Silent Power): Was the weight disadvantage
considered?
A. For vacuum conditions we need to provide a heat sink mass.
We have compared stycast and polyalcohols and other
materials such as aluminum. We consider NPG to be a
lightweight material.
Q. Wagog_ner_Catalyst Research):
paging??? over a period time?
How reversable is that
k. This material has gone through a considerable number of
cycles but it is intended for a primary battery.
Qo ?: What about flammability properties?
ko Our materials laboratory
compatible with materials



















Kardarpa (General Dynamics): What about volume change with
phase change?
It's minJ__al. I couldn't detect it.
Smith (Altus Corp.): How available is NPG7
It's relatively inexpensive. It has been used before in
solar dynamics applications in liquid form.
George (MSFC): What is the thermal conductivity?
0.i W/m-degree C. This needs to be improved.
George (MSFC): What is the reactivity of NPG with lithium?
This will be studied later.
¥oungblood (GE Americom): Have you considered using a heat
pipe to improve the thermal conductivity?
This has been considered.
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William Clark (Wilson Greatbatch Limitedl spoke on "Thermal
Properties and Effects for Li/BCX Cells."
This is a two-part study funded by JSC. BCX has undergone
extensive study for space applications. Storage at 149 degrees C,
for fifteen minutes, is a new requirement for D cells.
A test program was run in which 40 standard D cells were
built. Thirty of these were run up to 149 degrees C for fifteen
minutes and then cooled to room temperature. Twenty of the thirty
cells that had been heated developed leaks.
Changes in cell height indicated that there was insufficient
void volume in the cells (Clark [Figure 3]).
Redesigns included: reducing the thickness of the anode and
the cathode; increasing the thickness of the header; and
shortening the wound cell stack. All the redesigns were tried,
and they passed the 149 degrees C storage test (Clark [Figure
5]). The discharge curves were excellent following the redesign.(Clark [Figure 6]).
An experimental determination showed that the heat capacities
of BCX 72 D size batteries were independent of the state of
discharge (Clark [Figure 11]).
During adiabatic discharges, cells were subjected to various
loads and there were differences between running voltages and
OCVs (Clark [Figure 13]). Also there was a roughly linear
relation between temperature rise and heat evolved leading to a
heat capacity of 0.28 cal/ g deg (Clark [Figure 14 and 15).
Q. Bis (Advanced Power Sources): Were there any safety tests
performed after the 149 degrees C heating?
A. No
e.
Margalite- (Tracor): Did you detect any additional parasitic





No, we were not set up to do this.
Stannick (HAC): Was the heat capacity just that of LiTiCl2?
We looked at heat capacities due to all the components. We
could get close to 0.24 cal/g deg. These might be
fortuitous inputs.
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List of the Redesigns
• Reduce thickness of anode and cathode
• Increase thickness of header
• Shorten wound cell stack
FIGURE q. W, CLARK
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FIGURE 5, W. CLARK
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Figure 10. Oischarge curves of a group of O cells (redesign III, production build),
discharged under a 20 ohm constant load.
FIGURE 6, W, CLARK
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Results of Temperature Exposure Tests for Redesigned C Cells























FIGURE 7, W, CLARK
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Discharge curves of a group of redesigned C ceils discharged under a
56.2 £2 constant load.
FIGURE 8, W, CLARK
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Results of Temperature Exposure Tests for Redesigned DD Cells






















FIGURE 9, W, CLARK
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Discharge curves of a group of redesigned DD cells discharged under a
20 _ constant load.
FIGURE 10, W, CLARK
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iunl mn2 mn_l av_'xm 131w,J_ent'_ diEmmmt
0.251 0.243 0.245 0.246 203%
0.239 0.241 0.231 0.237 2.53%
0.253 0.251 02.41 0.252 0.4%
0.235 0.231 0.236 0.234 1.28%
0.242 0.241 0.252 0.245 2.86%
0.240 0.234 0.234 0.236 1.89%
0.255 0.241 0.252 0.249 2.41%
0.219 0.220 0.217 0.219 0.91%
0.253 0.252 0.253 0.253 0.40 %
FIGURE 11, W. CLARK
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Results of Adiaba_ Oisc:haxgeExpedments.
S/N LOAD Vave AV lay e Tlnit













1,50 2.88 0.77 1.92 19.00
1,50 2.84 0.81 1.89 19,,q0
2.00 2.97 0.68 1.49 21.00
2.00 2.95 0.70 1.48 21.00
500 3.19 0.46 0.64 25.00
5.00 3.18 0.47 0.64 25.00
3.00 3.07 0.58 1.02 25.50
3.00 309 0.56 1.03 26.00
10.00 3.2.8 0.37 0.33 22.40











FIGURE 13, W. CLARK
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Heat Capacities as _ by Adiabatic Dischai_











FIGURE 1LI, W, CLARK
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"QUALITY ASSURANCE REQUIP2mqI_TS FOR A LARGE
Li/SOCL 2 BATTER_ FOR SPACECRAFT APPLICATIC_S"
RICHARD NAURER
Chairman Gerald Halpert introduced the first speaker of the
afternoon, Richard Maurer of Johns Hopkins/APL. Maurer spoke on
"Quality Assurance Requirements for a Large Li/SOCl 2 Battery for
Spacecraft Applications."
Currently APL is building a spacecraft for SDI. It will fly
early next year on a short mission. There were about two years
from start of program to launch. The emphasis is on quality
assurance for the cells. (They abandoned AgZn and switched to
lithium.)
Program objectives are shown in Maurer [Figure 4]. It is
important to minimize the variation of cell capacity within
flight battery modules. The module circuit configuration features
two diodes. There is one thermal fuse for three cells, and thus a
total of three fuses in the module/submodule configuration
(Maurer [Figure 6]).
The Li/SOCl 2 fault tree, (Maurer [Figure 8]) shows the
biggest failure probabilities at the bottom, so that's the place
to concentrate for improvements. Maurer [Figure 10], labelled
Probability of Low Cell Capacity, shows what can be gained by
controlling the manufacturing process. It explains how the
numbers can be arrived to change from ten percent variation down
to five percent. The Cell Acceptance Test Flow Chart, (Maurer
[Figure 11]), explains the control methods that were used. In the
cell lot qualification test, 183 cells were short circuited with
no hazard. The Data Base chart (Maurer [Figures 13 and 14]),
shows the basis for rejecting cells. Some cells were rejected
because the serial number was smudged. Cells that were either
x-ray rejects or had high or low electrolyte fill weights were
not accepted under any conditions.
The Delta 181 cell discharge test (Maurer [Figure 15]), was
performed on about 20 cells. Black blots in the normal
probability plot show the sample size (Maurer [Figure 17 and
19]).
In studying F cell capacities at 2 and 4 amps, (Maurer
[Figure 18, 20 and 21]) there was a notable variation in
discharge rates. The vibration tests, which were performed right
after the capacity measurements, showed a slightly greater
capacity.
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In the Waller-Duncan Multiple Range Test, (Maurer [Figure
22]), lots belonging to the same letter group do not vary
significantly. The study concentrated on the groups having the
highest outputs. The lot numbers started with "1"--new numbers





Gowdey (NASA Langley): What were the vibration levels and
how were they established?
The vibrations were random--no special requirements.
a manufacturing screening level.
It was
Swette (Giner, Inc.): Who was the manufacturer?
Altus was the manufacturer.
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LiSOCI 2 SINGLE CELL SAFETY FAULT
TREE FOR SPACECRAFT
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CELL ACCEPTANCE TEST FLOW CHART
I I l "-!Li weight minimax hermeticity
[ Fabricate ceils I JJ _- excegt for eleclTolyte :
+
J Mark withserial numbers etc.
I Measure ceil Idry resistan s
X ray cells
Measure electrolyte Iwater content
I _1
-i









J Calculateelectrolyte weight I Calculatecoulombic ratio
J Weigh cells I
Check cells for
deformation etc. l Calculate % lossof electrolyte






Cells for module I
Ifabrication
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CELL LOT QUALIFICATION TEST AND
CERTIFICATION FLOW CHART
wMeasure electrolyte J
ater content of cellsJ
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HISTOGRAM OF 2 AMP F CELL CAPACITY
FIGURE 18, MAUER
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"P&CI_GING OF A L,_aGE L.t./SOCL 2 _ FOR Cm_'T&UR"
V'ZC F_.I_ARPA
The next paper was by Vic Kardarpa of General Dynamics on
"Packaginq of a Large Li/SOC] 2 Battery for Centaur." This paper
was previously presented at the IECEC conference and also at GSFC
last year.
AgZn batteries that are used on Centaur need to be replaced
by lighter batteries with higher capacities. The 250 amp-hour
LiSOCl 2 battery program, (Kardarpa [Figure 3]), started about two
years ago with Air Force sponsorship. Four cells were built and
tested, leading to a design evaluation and status report. Then 16
cells and 2 batteries were fabricated and carried through test
and evaluation and design. The 250 amp-hour cell design features
are shown in (Kardarpa [Figure 5]). The next set of cells to be
designed may not use catalytic copper in the cathodes.
Four lithium batteries were built for the functional
interchange test (Kardarpa [Figure 6]). One cell was placed on a
steel slab to test heat discharge. Another was placed on a piece
of wood at ambient room conditions. A third was kept under
adiabatic conditions. The conclusion of the work is that it is
possible to build a 250 amp-hour lithium/thionyl chloride cell
that can be used safely on Centaur (Kardarpa [Figure i0]).
Kardarpa reviewed a program of 9-cell battery packaging for
Centaur. There is no decision on using copper. The design is to
optimize container wall thickness. In preparing the curves for
9-cell lithium battery characteristics, 1/4 volt has been taken
off for discharge losses (Kardarpa [Figure 16]). Regarding heat
inputs to the battery, little attention was paid to entropy
effects (Kardarpa [Figure 17]).
With the 250 amp-hour thermal model it was found that
temperatures dropped constantly in the worst-case cold
environment even though current was added (Kardarpa [Figure 21]).
Again with the model, but now applied to worst-case hot,
temperatures could go to 120 degrees C at the end of the mission
(Kardarpa [Figure 23]).
Kardarpa concluded that worst-case cold could be a problem
below -15 degrees C. He saw no safety problems, and there could
be a 50 percent reduction in weight compared to AgZn. Shock,
vibration, and thermal vacuum tests remain to be performed.
Q. Youngblood (GE Americom): Are you measuring internal
pressure changes during the tests?
A. Yes, but only at the high temperatures.




?: What happens when you short out one of the four
cells?
That will be done in the next test.
Halpert (JPL): We can always make the cells blow up, but we
try to balance performance with safety.
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"P_CE CHARACTERISTICS OF RECm&RGEABLE LITSlqM CELLS"
RAO SU2_ARAO
Gerald Halpert (JPL 1 gave the presentation "The Performance
Characteristics of Rechar_eable LiMoS 2 Cells." This talk was
originally scheduled to be given by Rao Subbarao (JPL) on JPL's
determination of the performance and safety characteristics of
secondary lithium cells, specifically the Moli Energy Ltd LiMoS 2
cells.
JPL is developing ambient temperature secondary lithium cells for
future NASA missions by first establishing a performance and
safety data database for various secondary lithium cells
currently under development, e.g., JPL, Bell, EIC, and Moli.
JPL has obtained C size LiMoS 2 cells from Moli Energy, and has
evaluated the cycle life characteristics at various discharge
rates (C/10, C/5, and C/2) and at 50% and 100% DOD. The self
discharge properties of these cells were also examined before and
after cycling. The safety characteristics were considered
including short circuit, overcharge and overdischarge scenarios.
The data shows that C/5 discharge rate showed the most number of
cycle compared to other two rates when cycled at 100% DOD. The
summary of the tests are:








For the short circuit test, both fresh and cycled cells were
short circuited (R!0.1 _ ) in fully charged condition. The cell
current reached a peak of 2.3A after 300 minutes, while the cell
temperature peaked around 130 degrees F from ambient 70 degrees F
after 310 minutes. For the overcharge test, fully charged,
cycled cells were under forced overcharge at 1.25A for 12 hours.
The cell temperature increased from 70 degrees F at the start to
158 degrees F after 3 hours. There was no venting of the cell.
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And for the overdischarge test, fully discharged cycles were
under forced discharge at 1.25A for 12 hours. The cell went into
negative voltage after 5 hours of discharge, and eventually
vented after 12 hours of discharge.
In summary, the JPL work has shown LiMoS 2 cells have limited
cycle life capability, is relatively safe, and that cycle life of
cells at the C/10 discharge rate is less than at the C/5 and C/2
rates. Another surprising observation is that the cycle life
performance of cells at 50% DOD is inferior to 100% DOD.
Q. Andrasik (NASA Lewis): Have you measured the coulombic
efficiency under surge and how long did they stay on open
circuit after discharge and before discharge?
A. Yes; there was a relatively short time between charge and
discharge.
A. Timmerman (JPL): Cells were discharged simultaneously with
the highest DOD--they varied between ???
Q. Sulkes (USALABWM):
percent DOD?
Did you do conditioning in the 50
A. No.
Q. Francis (Aerospace Corp.): Are you able to recover any of
the fading capacity? (Rao would know.)
A. No. It wasn't done.
Q. Margalit (Tracor): What is the mode of discharge?
A. There is a phase shift in the sulfide.
discharging down to the lower voltage.
You recover by
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Chairman: Mr. David Baer, Hughes Aircraft
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"POROUS NONSINTERED NICKEL-COATED Ga_EPHITE
(NCG) FIBER ELECTRODE STRUCTURES"
STEVE LIPKA
The first paper of the NiCd session was by Steve Lipka of
American Cyanamid on "Porous Nonsintered Nickel-Coated Graphite
(NCG) Fiber Electrode Structures." Lipka said that he had given
this paper before at an Electrochemical Society Meeting (ECS).
He showed photos of nickel-sintered fibers from a competitor and
a micrograph from American Cyanamid. There has recently been
interest shown in high-porosity structures like these. Making
NCG starts with material having 50 percent nickel coating. Dark
areas in the photo of the fiber mat, (Lipka [Figure 2]), are the
binder. The fibers have many contact points. The processing to
prepare NCG fiber mats ends with an additional overplating (Lipka
[Figure 4]).
The micrographs show that there are no non-uniformities of
the overplated nickel, in the buildup (Lipka [Figure 12]). The
group has plated various thicknesses of nickel, and they get
metallurgical binding at high thicknesses. Resistivity of NCG
drops as coulombs increase, and this demonstrates true
metallurgical bonding. Overplating reduces porosity and
increases pore diameters.
NCG performance results to date include plating with 100




Edwards (Bell Labs.): Were you ever able to vary the paper-
making process? Did you reduce the pore size?
Yes, we can use smaller and larger graphite fibers--the




Koehler (FORD): What is the active material loading level?
Some results were obtained using electrochemical
impregnation; others were done with chemical impregnation
using a commercial process. We ran load 1.6g/cc of void.
? : What is the tensile
way?
strength of plates made this
A. We don't know yet. We will be testing. We do know that it
gets stronger and more rigid with more and more nickel
plating.
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SU RFACE [42.6 X]
SURFACE [911 X]
NATIONAL STANDARD FIBREX NICKEL MAT
[0.150 in. thick, 20/_m fiber, 0.92 g/in. 2, 96% porosity]
?
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Figure 5. Section of Nickel Coated Graphite Fiber tow showing deposit
surface morphology.
FIGURE 3. LIPKA
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SURFACE [1.01 KX]
AS-CAST NICKEL COATED GRAPHITE FIBER MAT,
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SU RFACE [2.42 KX]
CROSS SECTION [6.79 KX]
OVERPLATED NCG MAT SHOWING EVIDENCE OF
METALLURGICAL BONDING AND UNIFORMITY OF OVERPLATED NICKEL
FIGURE i0, LIPKA
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SUMMARY
PAPERMAKING TECHNOLOGY CAN BE USED TO PREPARE
HIGH POROSITY STRUCTURES USING NICKEL COATED
GRAPHITE FIBERS
POROSITY AND MEDIAN PORE DIAMETER DETERMINED BY
PAPERMAKING PROCESS
OVERPLATING PROCESS PREDICTABLE AND
CONTROLLABLE
OVERPLATING/FIBRILLATED BINDER 'HOLD' MAT
TOGETHER
OVERPLATING INCREASES ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF
MAT THROUGH METALLURICAL BONDING
NICKEL COATED GRAPHITE FIBER ELECTRODES DISPLAY
EXCELLENT SPECIFIC CAPACITY
FIGURE 14, LIPKA
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
T. TRAN FOR PERFORMING THE EXPERIMENTAL WORK
POROUS MATERIALS, INC. FOR THE MERCURY PYCNOMETRY
AND POROSIMETRY ANALYSIS
FIGURE 15, LIPKA
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"ISSUES REGARDING IN'ORBIT RE_ZTZONZNG"
KARL_ CLAI_
Karla Clark (JPL) gave the presentation "Issues Regarding
In-Orbit Reconditioning," in particular whether it is advisable
for LEO type missions. Reconditioning has been accepted for GEO
applications but is still debated for LEO applications. There
are different types of reconditioning. It may involve partial
discharge (capacity check) done on a pack basis or individual
cell basis. Or it may involve deep discharge.
There are advantages and disadvantages in reconditioning. The
advantages include increases in the EODV, Wh efficiency (lower
effective DOD), and coulombic efficiency. There is also a
temporary "fix" of low voltage problem. There are disadvantages
associated with reconditioning. There are increases in the cost,
complexity, operational costs, and weight. For LEO orbit or
where there is no 100% sun time for an adequate period, either
the loads must be decreased or DOD must be increased in other
batteries for one battery to be reconditioned.
There are unknowns in reconditioning. One does not know what is
the best hardware for reconditioning or the most effective
reconditioning schedule. The long term effects of reconditioning
on cycle life is still debatable.
Before one considers reconditioning, one must examine the effect
of low battery voltage on both regulated and unregulated bus.
One must weigh the effect of reconditioning against non-recurring
costs, recurring costs; operational costs, and weight.
Because each mission is unique, whether to recondition or not
depends on budget, power system design, spacecraft design,
mission design, and operational constraints. Clark concluded by
saying that reconditioning is not advisable for every LEO type of
missions.
Comment: Gaston (RCA) A spacecraft with just one
battery cannot have reconditioning because
it is needed all the time. If there is more
than one battery, reconditioning is helpful
provided that there is a long mission.
Reconditioning on a 26.5 amp-hour cell was
presented some years ago. The cell showed
increased voltage. Reconditioning seems to
be beneficial. It can be done in LEO just as
in GEO. It's not a new development nor is it
expensive. Many spacecraft have onboard
computers that can signal when to do
reconditioning so that a ground crew will not
be needed to perform monitoring.
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Comment: Methlie (U.S. Govt): The higher the
discharge rate and the higher the cutoff
level is set, the more often reconditioning
is needed. The higher the charge rate, the
less often reconditioning is needed. There
could be from 30 to 90 days for recondi-
tioning.
Clark asked interested manufacturers to get in touch with her.
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_II_DAY, _ 5, 1987
( NOI_J]G SESSIOn)
"UPDATED LIFE TEST RESULTS FOR THE AUSSAT NiCd BATTERY CELLS
USING PELLON 2505 AND FS2117 SEPARATORS"
DAVE BARR
Dave Baer continued to chair the continuation of the NiCd
program. He also gave the presentation on the "Updated Life Test
results for the Aussat NiCd Battery Cells using Pellon 2505 and
FS2117 separators."
Aussat had two batteries, each battery consisted of four
packs of eight cells each with mylar wrap (2 pieces) insulating
each cell (Baer [Figure 2]). They used the 2505 separator. The
NiCd battery cell had only one ceramic seal (on the positive
terminal) (Baer [Figure 3])
Baer [Figure 4] shows the comparison between typical
separator properties for the 2505 and the FS2117. The
qualification sequence, (Baer [Figure 6]), consists of
pre-environmental testing of cell properties, environmental
testing, and post-environmental testing, again of cell
properties. There appeared to be no difference between the 2505
and the FS2117 separators.
The real-time eclipse test, (Baer [Figure 7]), was conducted
for 20 GEO eclipse seasons. The real-time charging schemes, (Baer
[Figure 9]), involved ten seasons of charging at high and medium
rates with 115 to 120 percent charge return at 5 degrees C.
Reconditioning charge capacities were generally good. EOD and
peak voltages of the two types of separators tracked well in the
real-time test. In the throughput test, (Baer [Figures 12, 13,
and 14]), EOD and peak charge voltages, one cell's voltage
dropped below 1.0 V at cycle 600. A reconditioning cycle was
done, (Baer [Figure 10]), and then the cell worked well
thereafter.
Later, post testing was done. The voltage recovery was
fine. Although some charge voltages were a bit high during C/10
charge at 5 degrees C and C/20 at 0 degrees C. There was no
evidence of Hydrogen gassing. In the post testing analysis one
cell of each type was analyzed, and the results were very
similar. In conclusion, there is very little difference between
the two separators.
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"LIFE _ I_LgUL_ OF A 12Ah NiCd FOR GKO A_FLI__"
C_J_RLES KOEBLER
Charles Koehler (Ford Aerospace) addressed the group on
"Life Test Results of a 12Ah NiCd Battery for Geo Applications."
The paper is drawn from a paper given at the IECEC. The 12
amp-hour NiCd cell was built by GE, Gainesville, FL (Koehler
[Figure 2]). The life test was semi-accelerated (Koehler [Figure
3]). They used a 14-day accelerated solstice season. There was
a bisequenced charge--5 minute charge and 5 minute discharge.
The End-of-Discharge chart shows that the semi-accelerated test
was done. Failure occurred in the 31st season. Fifteen years of
life are shown. The cycling variation shown in the graph
corresponds to seasonal changes. The sawtooth variation in one
of the graphs is attributable to the test conditions. The cell
stayed above 12 amp-hours (Koehler [Figure 10]). A DPA was done
on some of the cells. There was some discoloration of the
separators, but no sticking of the separators was found at EOL.
Looking at the micrograph, no cracking appeared in the
microstructure. Failure in the life test was caused by loss of
overcharge protection. The test ran for five years and 31
seasons. (Koehler [Figure 13]).
e.
Thierfelder (GE): What kind of thermal chamber testing was
done?
A. The battery was tested in an air-circulated thermal chamber.
The air temperature was controlled to 10 degrees C. The




Maurer (Bell Labs.): How long was the cell at high discharge
voltage--was there any bending or bulging of the cells?
Yes, the cells bulged quite severely, but did not break.
There was no leaking or ruptured cells.
el
Maurer (Bell Labs): Do you know what the voltages were when
the bulging started?
A. NO
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LIFE TEST RESULTS OF A 12 AH NICKEL-CADMIUM BATTERY
ROE GEOSYNCHRONOUS ORBIT APPLICATIONS
C. W. KOEHLEE* & E. E. CRUZ
tOED AEROSPACE & C0_UNICATIONS COEPORATION
PALO ALTO, CALIEORNIA
The versatile nickel-cache/urn battery
design developed by [ord Aerospace &
Communications Corporation for use on long
llfe geosynchronous orbiting satellites
has completed llfe testing. The 12
ampere-hour 28-cell assembly underwent 31
semi-accelerated eclipse seasons, repre-
senting 15.5 years of equivalent
ayllchronous orbit eclipse cycling before
failure. The cycling was performed at
varying depths of discharge corresponding
tO the different discharge tlmes with the
maximum depth of dlsch•rge set at^55_.
Test temperature 'was nominally 10"C.
This paper reviews TAle battery design,
electrical performance during _ life
tes_, and compares pre-test and post-teet
cheBical analysis of rmpres4mcaclve coils.
Eord Aerospace & Comlunicatlon8
Corporaticn hal completed lifo testing of
a universal 12 Ah nIckel-cadmlum battery
assembly. The battery design is easily
modified for SpeCifiC spacecraft require-
ments and can accommodate unique voltage,
thermal, and telmtry requirements and
c•pabillties (Reference i).
The llfe test, which is now complete,
slmulated • geoaynchronous orbit for 31
semi-accelerated eclipse seasons. Each
eclipse season consisted of 42 days of
real time equinox slmulatlon vlth varying
depths of discharge up tO 55_ followed by
an accelerated solstice season lasting 14
days. During the 14 day solstice recon-
ditioning or capacity measurements were
performed providing a state of health
check on the battery.
The test was very successful confirming
the battery design llfe requirement of 7
years in orbit at 55_ depth of discharge.
BATTERY _ESCRYPTTON
The battery whi¢h underwent llfe testing
is a 28-cell nlckel-cadmlum battery
assembly having • nameplate capacity of 12
Ah. A detailed description of the battery
assembly and reference performance data
was provided in reference 1 and 2. Eigure
1 shows a photograph of the battery
assembly.
To summarize, the battery consists of 28
electrically connected cells in serles
with bypass diodes across each cell in the
charge and discharge direction. The cells
were manufactured by the General Electric
* Member, American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautic, Inc.
Company, Battery Business Dmpar_nt,
Gainesville, EL in 1979. The nickel
electrodes are vacuum deposited with an
• calve materlal loading of 13.4 +/- 0.6
g/dm2 while the cadmium electrodes have an
active material loading of 16.06+/- 0.65
g/dm2 and are teflon treated. Non-woven
nylon, Pellon 2505, is the separator
material The electroly_e is 31_ by welght
potassium hydroxide without additives.
The cells design uses • low profile
terminal seal. To reduce weight the cell
container is 0.012 inch stainless steel.
General characteristics cf the cell are
high negatlve/pcsltlve plate electrochemi-
cal capacity ratio, low soluble
carbonates, mlnlmumprecharge level, high
olectrol_o quanti_y, and maximum over °
charge protection consistent wig cell
capacity requirements.
The battery assembly utilizes _he Eord
Aerospace proven concept of cell support
ribs, end plates, and tie rods for
mechanical and thermal design. The cell
support ribs proviae a lightweight means
for thermal dissipation by conduction to a
baseplate radiator system and mechanical
strength for mounting the battery to the
spacecraft equipment panel. The end
plate/tie rod structure provide compres-
sion the cells need to maintain inter-
electrode spacing throughout llfe.
Eigure i. 12 Ah Nickel-Cadmium Battery
Assembly
LTFK TEST RE_YME
The life test which was perforsed is
referred to as a semi-accelerated simula-
tion for • geosynchronous orbiting
satellite. Each eclipse season is simu-
lated on a real time basis lasting 42
days. Each day the battery undergoes one
charge/dlscharge cycle of 24 hours
duration. The eclipse discharge period
increases daily from 0.51 hours at the
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flr•t eclAp•e day to 1.20 hours at mAd-
eclipse •ea•on and 9_adu_slly reduces to
0.51 hours on the 4And eclipse day.
_i_Lre 2a show• _ eclAp•e duratAon a• a
functAon of the eclipse day. Since the
eclipse duratAon changes each day the
recharge time also varies from )2.80 to
23.49 hour• to make up the 24 hour perAod.
As the eclip•e time varies the depth of
discharge also varies, Short•r eclipse•
result An lower depth of di•charge whale
the maxiJu_n eclip•e of 1.20 hours cor-
responds to 55 x depth of dA•charge. Each
eclipse w•• simulated by a con••ant cur-
rent discharge ot 5.$0 A (C/2.18). EAgure
2 also shows the battery depth of all•-
charge versus eclipse tame.
Recharge w•• performed at a high rate of
0.86 A (¢/13.g5) 1untA1 120_ of _ pre-
vious dk•charge ampere-hour capacity
removed wa• returned. At thai: t_m th.he
charge rate va• reduced to _ trickle
rate of 0.29 A (C/41.38) until _ next
eclAp•e discharge. All charging was
hi•equenced on a 5 minute on, 5 minute off
cycle.
To accelerate _he tear, _he •el•fAce
sea•ons were shortened to 14 day• as
compared to 140 days • satellAte sees An
synchronous orbit. During _he accelerated
solstice •ea•on _ battery was eAl_er
reconditioned or subjected to • oapaoAt_
determination cycle, ltecondltAoning was
performed tollowlng odd numbered eclkpse
seasons by discharging the battery through
a 140 ol_m load connected to _ battery
te_nals until any cell voltage dropped
to 0.75 +/- 0.30 V. The battery was then
recharged at 0.82 A for 40 hours followed
by a tricJ<le charge st 0.22 A untAl the
end of the 14 day solstice period. The
next eclipse season then started.
The capacity determination cycle was
performed following the even numbered
eclipse seasons by discharging _ battery
at 6.0 A until any cell voltage dropped _o
0.75 +/- 0.30 V. The battery was then
charged An the sm manner as following a
reconditlonlng cycle.
"',,t __-_ : i'l _ - j .,",: --__- ...... i' I !;,. ., _--
_4 ' LS
e _e 141 _,l t_ so
¢YCL[ .,msca
EA_re 2a. Geosynchronous Orbit EclApse
Discharge TAme & Battery
Depth - o f - discharge
: L At=
¢
, _ 11¢ SgA$OX 1 ,
o k_ zo )o 4e
_igure lb. End-of-dlscharge voltages
for three season•
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The environsental conditions for the
1Ate test were as follow•. The battery
was mounted on a 0.5 inch thick alumin_u_
heat sink and placed An an environmental
chamber. The air cArculatAng chamber
maintained the battery at a nominal tea-
peraCure of 10 degrees C, although the
battery temperature was alloyed to draft
over the tmrature range of 5 to 25
degrees C during the charge and discharge
cycle. This temperature range reasonably
sAzm_l•te• the batte_ ten_erature on a
three axis stabilized spacecraft.
The test was conducted almost con-
tAnuously except for short interruption•
due to equipment maAntenance or laboratory
shutdo_n_s.
LI_H T_ST _LECY'_YCAL R_SULTS
Equinox simulation was performed on a
real tlme basis through the 1Ate te•:.
Each day the eclipse tL_e increased
gradually, a• it vould An orbAt, untA1
longest eclipse period of 72 minutes was
reached. Several cycle, yore then made at
72 _Lnute• and _-he discharged t_me was
graduslly •hortened until a total of 42
cycles were performed, completing one
equinox sea•on•. _Agure 2b •hey• the end
of discharge voltage of the average cell
a• a function ot the equinox cycle. Shown
on "..he figure are the discharge voltage
trend for _ 3rd (solid lane)), 14th
(short-dash lane), end 30th (long-damh)
seasons. The 3rd seasons A• represents-
tare of beginning of iate performance of
the battery. The 14th season represent•
Performance antAcApaced An orbit for a
satellite whose operational 1Ate t• 7
years.
DegradacAon from beginning of life to
satellite end ot l£te (14th season) 1•
virtually non-existent. Both curves
nearly trace each other and differences
are likely due to manor temperature
differences. End ot discharge volt•go
rmAned above 1.200 volts through 7
ect_AAvalent year• of sA_lated 1Ate.
Degradation from beginning of late to
the end of the teat was only 0.010
volta/cell. At the 30th season
longest eclipse cycle end of discharge
volt•go va• 1.191 volta/cell average.
• Agure 3 indAc•te• the trend An end of
discharge voltage for the longest eclipse
as • function st equinox season. The
overall downward trend A• very gradual.
The reconditioning performed each season,
eAther by reals•Ave discharge or higher
rate discharge for a capacity measurement
As beneficial.
• igure • shows actual voltage plots as a
tunc_Aonal st discharge tame tot the is•,
14th, and 30th season. This data also
shows little degradation in the average
discharge voltage.
Capacity measurements were taken at 6.00
amperes (C/2) following every other equi-
nox season. The measurement not only
provides an indication of the total
capacity of the battery but also serves _o
















Elcyu_re 3. MinimumEnd of Discharge
Voltage Trend vs. Equinox
Seamen
_o roaul_e of _o Naauremoncs. Al_hou_
=he trend line is noC smoo=h, primarily
due co Ces_ differences from season Co
season, one can see t_taC -,-he trend line Is
s_aJt)le l_h_rough 30 seasons and _ begins
Co fall off. Even rA_rough 31 seasons
capacity a_ayed above =he naueplace
capacA_ of 13 Ah.
Xn g_noral _o dischargeperformance of
=he _sccory v&e YeT_ good T_ATOUC_OUC =he
_es_. Average and Ite_d Of disGhsr9 a VOl_-
ago waa very a_able l:2_rough 7year8 of
oqu£valen_porfornanco and very aCCOl:_a_le
even aC 10 years of e_Aivalan_ lifo.
The ba_ery even_ually failq.i from
overcharge opera, ion. During high
rec1_arge =he Mac=sty receivexl a charge-=o-
discharge ra_io of 1.20 heforo _Jme ra_o
was levered to _ trickle race. All
charging was done on a bisequencodbasis.
Eig_Aro 6 shows _he trend in peak charge
voltage a_ =he high ra_e. The da_a shove
_haC _hrou_h 30 seasons rJ_e charge voltage
is bolov 1.SO0 vglCs/cell, a very accept-
able value aC 10 C. A voltage _eve_ ox
1.550 voles/cell is reached aC
approximately 15 season. Eventually
voltage a_ove 1.60 vol_s/cell were
reached.
To sunmarize. _/_eele_:_rlcal performance
of _he bs:_ery is very good =hrough 7
years of eK1ulvalen_ llfo. The'conditlons
of SS_ dop=h of discharge, a _rge-Co-
discharge raClon of 1.20,obia4_aenced
charging, opora_ion a_ 10 C. and recon-
ditioning prior _o each season proved to
be op_i_ua operating parameters.
_ATT_Y C_tL _MICAL _AtYS_S
Two cells underwon_ visual inspoc_ion of
=heir components a: lord Aerospace while
_wo o=her cells underwent chemical and
electrochemical analysis ac Ga_es Energy
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E_g_uro 4. Eclipse Disc1_arge Vol_age
Performance vs. Ec_AinoxCycle
General Electric B_D). The following
paragraphs sum_arize --.he findings:
Two repro_en_a_ive cells removed from
r_s battery identified as LoC 1 S/N 9 and
S_ 20 were selected for d_str_Ac_ive
physical analysis (DPA). Hos_ of
cells _re MUl_K_ from in_ornal prelmAro,
including _ _wo DPA cells. A _yplcal
cell a_ack extracted from _ oonCalnsr is
shown in Eigu_e 7. The profile of
cell 8_ack, con_sinor and plastic liner is
shown in Elg_J_O 8. A brownish dis¢olora-
_ion vaa no_Iced inside _w liner and on
rJ_o comb of _heheader assembly. Previous
analysis of _ discoloration indicated
_Aepreaence of iron or iron hydroxAde.
Cadmium deposits vote also observed ac
bottom of the s_a_k as s_en in Eigu_e 8.
The _oardown s_ar_od vi=h _ negaclve
place (No.l) from _o ou_er side of _o
a_a_k, relieved by _ho 8opara:or and
positive electrode. Ei_are g shows _
_-_plcal ¢o_pono_s in =he s_ack as they
were removed from=he comb of _hoheador
assembly. Bo=h cells yield_dvery similar
results from =hi DPA. The follovlng
paragraphs provide =he _escrlpcion8 of
bo=h cells.
The Pollen 2505 separator bsg which
separates _ho positive from _ho negative
electrode contains varying amounts of
cad_,m deposits la shown in Ei_re 9.
The upper and middle zones of =he
separator showed more ¢ad_i ''_ =han the
lower zone possibly caused by a sllgh_Iy
higher curren_ density near T_he electrodes
_abs.
Some of =he se_ara_or8 e_d_i_od
bro_miah discoloration along _l_e area near
the positive tab. These strains are
likely from leached iron hydroxide
developed around r.he posiclve cab.
Strands of nylon from _,he separators were
found a_ _he upper ends of _e negative
electrode near the cab. These were
observed in electrodes _ovard the middle
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of the stack and are associated wl_h
cadmium migration.
In general, the negative electrodes
appeared dark and gray, vitJ_ typical
cadmium sponge growT.h. However, dendrites
or spikes were not observed from
sponge. There was evidence of cadmium
ml_aton and cadmium hydroxide fotlaatton
on the surface of _he negative plate, as
seen in Fi_ure 9. fissures, pinholes, and
pittings caused by corrosion occurred at
random on _he surface, as well as along
the coined area of _he plate.
Towards the middle of _he stack, several
negative plates showed cadmium migration
near the tab area and superficially
attached to the fibers of _he separator.
Evidence of cadmium depOSlt exists below
the cell stack between the bottom and
plastic liner.
The scanning electron microscope (SEM)
photographs of the fractured face and flat
surface shown in figure i0, indicate _he
evidence of small crystal of cadmium
hydroxide. These crystals are not as
dense as would be expected in cells which
have been ex_enslvely cycled as the DPA
cells have been. This explains why the
separator was not sticking to _.he negative
elec_rodm as has been exhibited in cells
wiTA1 significant cadmium migration (see
following) discussion regarding separator
condition) .
The plate thlcknes8 measured in flve
different areas showed average reading of
0.032 0.033 inch representing 2.54X "co
4.76X grow_.h increase over _e nominal
0.0315 inch of fresh plate. The small
amoun_ of cadmium electrode expansion may
have been influenced by rA_e preslmce of
teflon which helps regulate _he elec-
trolyte intake. The minor _hickness
growth is also due to restricted growth of
_he active material and the absence of
large crystals in _he fracture face as
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Irregular hairline cracks, pinholes, and
growth in thickness was measured in all
G-he pla_e8 of G,he two cells. The pinholes
and hairline cracks observed in G.he cycled
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Peak Charge Voltage Trend vs.
Equinox Season
4O
As wi_J_ Tl_e negative electrode _he
positive electrode was analyzed using SEM.
_ig_ure ii shows _he fractured face and
flat surface of _he electrode. Large
nickel hydroxide crystals can be seen,
possibly _11e effect of corrosion of _he
sinter structure. These large crystals
are t_plcal of vacuum impregnated nlckel
el_trode8 whiCh have been extensively
cycled. The plates were measured in five
different places. Results showed an
average thickness of 0.0356 inch, 32_ over
the nominal 0.027 inch _hlckness of
uncycled plates. The growth is attributed
to the expansion and contraction of _ho
active materlal and possibly slnter
corrosion, as seer', in figure ii.
A_tlve _a_erlsl snArfaclng was observed
in Tl_e plates. Dark nickel oxides were
found deposited inside _,he separator
opposite _he positive plates. These
materials may have been leached out by
gassing or simply loose surface loading.
Though some physical changes occurred in
_he positive plates they evidently did no_
affect _e cell behavior. Furthermore,
some of _he anomalies detected may be
manufacturing defects and no_ related to
the llfe test.
figure 5. Battery Capacity vs. Equinox
Season
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Figure 7. Po•l: Lifo Teal: Cell Case and
Sto_
A small amount of free eleccrol_e was
soon along _I_ v•ll of _o plastic liner
wi_ more found •c _e bottom of
s_ack. Since _ cell• were tested An
bas:_:ery in upr_.gh'c po•iS:Aon (5:ermAnal• up)
gravity may have con_rLbu_od 1:o _xo free
elec_roly_e beAng found in _ cell.
Elo¢_rol_,_e was le•• •vailable in _e
ou_er face of _he flr•t and la•_ nog•_ive
electrode•. Hoverer0 a• _e DPA
progressed _ov•rd r, ho middle of r.he •_ack,
evidence of more available elec_rol_e was
notico_ on the face of t_ positive pla_e
and separators. LAI<oviao. • cer1:aAn
amoun_ of ele¢_roly_e was re_aAned by _,he
¢ad_Lum sponge on _ surface of r_s
negative pla_e. Eloctrol_e uptake is
regulated in teflona_od nega_Lve plate.
Chemical and elo¢_roch_cal properties,
were analyzed on _o cell• a: Ga:e• Energy
Produc_• (formerly General Eloc:rlc Co.
BBD) . _eaul_• _ere compared vi_ untitled
cells to evaluate _ •hilt of negative
overcharge pro_o¢_Aon, to moni_or
amou_: of procharge and capacity
utilization.
The negative electrode electrochemical
u_lliza_ion was found _o be 79.2_ at end
of lifo. All cells lo8_ _olr overcharge
protection vhich increased the cell in_er-
nal pressure ultimately resulting in the
batter_ failure. The loss of overcharge
projection also increased _he amount pro-
charge from 4.71 Ah beginning of llfe test to
11.65 Ah at _he end of the llfe test.
ElevAte 9. Typical Cell Stack Components
Eollovlng Life Te8_.
_i_ro 12 compares TA_e beginning of llfe
ele¢trodo balance vlth _he end of llfe
balance. There was also 4.46 Ah
(residual) loss due to migration
of cadmium. About 10.5 _ went to the
positive electrodes. The positive con-
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_ained a small amcun_ of cadmium as
antipolar mass. A total of _out 3.0X
cadmiumvas attachea to the separator and
o_hers considered as residue. Cadmium
deposited outside and at T-he bottom of r_he
cell s_ack is considered residue. The
32.53 Ah total negative cadmium per cell
is comparable wi_h T,he baseline data from
_he uncycled cells.
The positive electrodes _",ited an
average capacity of 14.66 Ah discharged to
0.5 volt and 16.42 Ah to 0.0 volt when
completely discharge _hrough a resistor.
Chemical analysis indicated 19.69 Ah total
positive showing that _he positive has
83.4_ utilization.
Analysis of _'_e ele¢troly_e indicated
7.25_ potassium carbonate which is con-
sidered low for the equivalent duration of
a 15.5 year llfe test. The condition of
_he separators which remained sound as
observed during _he cell DPA, suppor_s _he
presence of minimal carbonate due _o
separator degradation.
P
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_igure 12. Relative Electrode
Electrochemical Balance.
The 12 Ah Ni-Cd battery assembly suc-
cessfully completed its llfe test verify-
ing is design llfe of 7 years. In total,
15.5 years of equivalent synchronou_ orbit
cyGle life was demonstrated. Electrical
performance was virtually undegraded
r_hrou_h 7 years of performance. Chemical
and electrochemical characteristics at end
of life were predictable. The data
presen=ed here and in the reference papers
fully supports the qualification of _he
Eord Aerospace 12 Ah Ni-Cd battery design
for most any geos3rnchronous orbit
spacecraf_ requiring 7 years of opera-
tional llfe.
_CR_;OW_D_EM_TS
The authors would llke to acknowledge
_he dedication of R. Qulroz, B. Ridout,
an_ R. Hudak in performing this _est and
compiling the _es_ data over the 5 years
which _he _est was conducted.
i. "12 Ah Nickel-Cadmium Battery for
Multiple Sa_ellite Applications", C. W.
Koehler, Proceedings of _he 16th
Intersociety Energy Conversion Engineering
Conference, 1981, p. 195.
2. "Qualification and Life Tes_ Results
for _he Multiple Satelli_e 12 Ah
Nickel-Cadmlum Battery", C. W. Koehler,
Proceedings of _he 17_h Intersocie_y
Energy Conversion Engineering Conference,
1982, p. 721.
Eigure Ii. SEM Photograph of Positive
Elec_rode Erac_ured Eace
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"THE AEROSPACE NiCd CELL SEPARATOR QUALIFICATION PROGRAM: UPDATE"
ROBERT FRANCIS
The Haag/Francis paper was
Aerospace Corp. The title
Separator Qualification Program:
presented by Robert Francis of
was "The Aerospace NiCd Cell
Update".
The purpose of testing was to qualify the new Pellon 2536
separator material (Francis [Figure 2]). Regarding the pack test
schedule, they were not able to start the characterization tests
because of schedule delays (Francis [Figure 5]). The 35 amp-hour
cells had failed the acceptance tests at 86 degrees F at the
vendors (Francis [Figure 6]). At Crane they again were tested
and again had failure due to high charge voltages. During
recertification it was found that at 1400 cycles the voltage on
one of the cells in the 34 AH packs was decreasing compared to
the others. Test procedure was then coordinated with NRL. The
thought was that the new separator was not optimized in the
present cells.
Simultaneous test parameter changes on 2505ML and 2536
separator packs was done at NWSC/Crane. The same changes were
made for both cells as listed in Test Parameter Changes (Francis
[Figure 8]). Changes were initiated at around 1600 cycles, and
this was very premature. Every possible parametric change was
done to improve LEO performance but nothing helped using new V/T
- limits or charge rates, charge voltages responded for 50 cycles
or less. Francis [Figure 16] shows LEO cell pack status as of
10/21/87. In the LEO 50 amp-hour ten-cell packs at 20 degrees C,
high temperature variations were noted and pack temperature
changed to 0 degrees C after about 950 cycles. The graphs for
geosynchronous packs with 2536 show that voltage is lower at mid-
season, but there is good capacity utilization correlation
between the old and the new pellon separators.
There will be a report issued
1988.
the middle of calendar year
Q. ? : What's the voltage dispersion curve? Did you
recondition? Did the voltages come back together?
A. Yes, we had standard reconditioning down to C/2. We charged
at C/20 for 32 hours and saw improvements in short cycles
(< 50). We later included an overcharge for 48 hours. We
still had little change in dispersion.
Q. Morrow(GSFC): Was there a few mv change?
A. None.
e. Methlie (U.S. Govt): Compared to early cells from the
seventies, both of these cells look bad. Is that right?





Yes, something is causing this. It appears to be the
separators.
Possibly, better data are available from the old cells.
Gaston (RCA): We have a new and an old separator cell
test--we have seen no improvements with the new cell
separator.
Yes, we agree.
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R[CE_RTZirZCRTZON Kay:
LZIrl_ CYCLZNG PlD_rORIqRNC( O H I gh C41 i
Pli_kz 33411 HIu_fl G( 34 FIH • Rvl.
Orbits I.EO Tsmp(C)s B DOD(X)_ 25 X Low Call
Dlsch_rgo(Rmp/Hrs)s 10.5/.5G Ch_rgoCRmp/Hrs)s 2B.0_1.12
Znl_l&l Vol¢lqlo LINI¢ (V/C): 1.400 V?. J.ovo|t G
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LIST OF TEST PARAMETER CHANGES
INITIAL CONDITIONS






VT 5.5 (1.470 V/C) 1-14A
VT 4.5 (1.450 V/C)
VT 6 (1.434 V/C) 1-20.75 _ 20"C
VT 4 (1.440 V/C) I,,14A TEMP 0"C
VT 6.5 (1.490 v/c)
1-10A




VT 6.5 (1.490 V/C)
VT 7 (1.500 v/c)
1-20.75
VT 7 (1.477 V/C) TEMP 10*C
VT 6.5 (1.467 V/C)
VT 7 (1.50 V/C) TEMP 0*C SPLIT WITH SISTER PACK
CELL #5 REMOVED
VT 4 (1.440 V/C)
VT 5 (1.460 V/C)
CELL #3 REMOVED
CELL # 1 REMOVED
CELL #4 REMOVED
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LIST OF TEST PARAMETER CHANGES
INITIAL CONDITIONS






VT 5.5 (1.470 V/C) I=I4A
VT 4.5 (1.4S0 V/C)
VT 6 (1.434 V/C I,,20.75 TEMP 20"C
VT 4 (1.440 V/C) 1-14A TEMP 0"C
VT 6.S (1.490 V/C)
I"10A




VT 6.5 (1.490 V/C)
VT 7 (1.50 V/C)
1-20.75
VT 7 (1.477 V/C) TEMP 10"C
VT 6.5 (1.467 V/C)





















* PACK RECONDITION AFTER THIS CYCLE
FIGURE 9. FRANCIS
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RECi[RTZF'ZCIRTION Key:
LZlr[ CYCLZNG PI[RFORPIRNC( 13 High Col I
PlM=kz 334FI Hllnfz GI[ 34 FIH • Flvg.
Orbltl it0 Tlmp(C)I 13 DOD(_]: 2S X Lol CoIl
Flllll=hllrgl(l:lllp/Hrs): IO.S/.58 (_IlIPgO(R/IIID/HPll): 28.8/1.12
Znl¢lil Vol¢_go Limit (V/C)$ 1.40B Vt Lovol8 E
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"_IPDk.q_ ON TEE gU_,,ZTZCATZCH TESTING OF GE 50 N:i.ed
WITH 2536 SEPARATOR AND P_SSZ_TED )_DSITZ'v'_ ]L_JLTgS"
G_R_NORROW
George Morrow (NASA/GSFC) gave an "Update on the Qualification
Testinq of GE 50Ah NiCd Cells with 2536 Separator _n_ Both
Passivated and Unpassivated Positive Plates."
Dave Baer started the life-cycling effort before he left the
GSFC in 84. Morrow picked up on Baer's work and included some new
analyses. The work calls for comparing new and old separator
material, 2505ML and 2536, and also testing the positive plate
processing that Gates had implemented. The cells being reported
have been on test since 1985. Pack 150A, (Morrow [Figure 3]), was
the NASA standard with the old separator and unpassivated
positive plate. Temperatures were found to be going up to 24 to
25 degrees C. Now temperatures are kept around 15 degrees C, and
there haven't been as many problems. Morrow [Figure 3] shows that
there was an imbalance created in the cells; four of the cells
are still cycling. Pack 150B has the new separator material and
does not exhibit the problem as severely. Pack 150C had a
problem after cycle 5830. Since 150C did not work well with
VT-controlled charge, constant current control was tried. (Morrow
[Figure 4])
After 1500 cycles at 0 degrees C, Pack 150G started to "act
up" and could not be cured. When the temperature was raised from
0 to 15 degrees C it behaved well (Morrow [Figure 5]).
Reconditioning helped as a corrective action but when the
reconditioned cell was put back in the pack other cells failed
(Morrow [Figure 6]). The tested cells have been sent back to the
vendor for analysis. The old and the new packs differ only in
their negative electrodes. Everything else has been varied but to
no avail.
Q. Webb (Martin): When do you expect the analysis to be done?
A. Hope to have it by the end of the year.
Q. Webb (Martin): Do we have to wait until the next Workshop?
A.
There should be some results coming from NWSC Crane--maybe




When the cell voltages started to disperse,
cell that was low in discharge was also low
A. That's true
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e. Thierfelder (GE): Are these new NASA standard cells in 50
amp-hour packs?
At These were in the NASA standard 50Ah cells as flown on
Landsat-4 and 5 and ERBS in the early 1980's.
e. Methlie (U.S. Govt): Do
cell that was low in EOCV
shorts?
you have the temperatures for the
and EODV? Did you check for
Ao The temperature of the failed cell was not monitored. The
thermistor was on the other cell. We didn't have any
indication of shorts - a scope wouldn't have shown them.
Comment: Lim (Hughes) When we changed separators in
our test cells we found that the cell
characteristics depend strongly on the
separator type.
eo Methlie (U.S. Gov't): Regarding intermittent shorts,
depending on whose model you use, you would normally expect
20,000 - 30,000 cycles before problems arise. In your case
it happened at about 1/3 of that. When you short them out
it may bring them back for a while.
a. Reconditioning helped performance for 500-700 cycles then it
returned to the same state as before.
e. Maurer (Bell Labs): The cells that were low in voltage were
also low in capacity. Was that what you meant to say?
AI Yes. (The cells that were low in voltage were also low in
capacity.)
Q. Maurer (Bell Labs):
dispersion?
Did the charge-retention test show the
Ao The charge retention test, performed after reconditioning
did not show the dispersion. The cells performed nominally.
The Wednesday session of the Battery Workshop adjourned.
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OF POOR QUALITY GSFC Battery Workshop
"NiCD CELL _ DATA POOL:PROGRESS AND STAT_S REVIEW"
WARREN HWANG
Following the afternoon coffee break the first speaker was
Warren Hwang (Aerospace Corp.) on "NiCd Cell Common Data Pool:
Progress and Status Review."
Hwang said that there is a need to establish procedures for
exchange of data across Air Force program and contractor lines
(Hwang [Figure 2]). The electrical tests at NWSC (Crane) give
commonality to the tests. Data on cell components are given just
for the type of cell and not for the specific program. The data
presented at the workshop for the cell acceptance tests are for
35 amp-hour tests.
There is a question about combining data from different lots
(Hwang [Figure 9]). The lot-to-lot variation shows different
populations although they may appear the same in orbit. It is
desirable that data from acceptance tests come from tests that
are done in the same manner.
To use data in the common data pool, they would like to
combine different cell sizes, types, etc. When combinations of
different kinds of cells are evaluated, different variations due
to kind rather than lot-to-lot, become significant.
The criterion for evaluation is given as T, where T is a
measure of the variation in kind (Hwang [Figure 11]). If means
are far apart, T will be large. L is the measure of the
lot-to-lot variation. The use of R as a discriminator is not
hard and fast but it is helpful.
The results of evaluations, (Hwang [Figure 12]),
these points:
bring out
--The manufacturing process change in 1980 caused a difference
in voltage output; therefore pre-and post-1980 data cannot be
combined.
--The question remains: can information from different programs
be combined? This program indicates good results for
combining information from different programs.
--The sample size for 15 amp-hours is very small, and therefore
not much can be concluded. The choice of R=5 as a criterion
is not settled.
The results shown in the chart "Standard Electrical
Characterization" at NWSC, (Hwang [Figure 14]), are from Crane
tests of five sample cells. There were about 500 orbital cycles.
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The program format is rigid right now, but you could combine
data from the individual lots.
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"_ POWER V_IA'_C_IS IN A LEO SATELLITE"
JIM __
Jim Matsumoto's (Aerospace) presentation was on "Seasonal
Power Variations in a LEO Satellite."
The original objective was to look at battery degradation on
DMSP flight 7 (Matsumoto [Figure 2]). The DMSP has now been
operating for 4 years despite the stated three-year mission life.
Onboard tape recorders transmit data to the ground.
Seasonal variations occur with increased battery loads in
Northern winters because most of the ground stations are in the
Northern hemisphere.
The DMSP power subsystem operates at about 500 W (Matsumoto
[Figure 3]). There are two 26.5Ah NiCd-17 cell batteries wired in
parallel (Matsumoto [Figure 4]). The F7 battery data analysis,
(Matsumoto [Figure 5]), included looking at the batteries in
maximum stress conditions and looking at C/D ratios. F7 minimum
battery voltages, (Matsumoto [Figure 6]), at EOD have a
characteristic voltage recovery in summer months and a loss in
winter months. F7 maximum pack temperatures at EOD (Matsumoto
[Figure 7]), show a characteristic temperature rise in the
winter months.
Toward the end of the test series the battery temperatures
tend to stay high, near 12 degrees C. The State of Charge (SOC)
near end of discharge is higher in the summer (Matsumoto [Figure
8]). Load sharing between the batteries seems to diverge over
time.
A plot of the charge/discharge ratio, (Matsumoto [Figure
9]), shows the difference between the batteries. The plot of
battery 2 discharge 1 vs battery 1 discharge i, (Matsumoto
[Figure ii]), shows load sharing divergence after one and one
half years. A conclusion of the work is that there are seasonal
effects on battery degradation (Matsumoto [Figures 12, 13, and
14]). It may be necessary to compensate for the seasonal
variations. Knowledge of the likely variations may lead to more
accurate predictions of battery performance.
Q. Dunnet (Intelsat): Describe the spacecraft itself.
A. Not familiar with it.
A. Gaston (RCA): The spacecraft is 3-axis stabilized; it has
a single bus; it has four packs of batteries on opposite
sides. Don't know the orbit inclination.
e. Hutchins (FACC): What is the minimum battery voltage where
the main bus loses regulation?
338 NASA/GSFC Battery Workshop









Barnes (NRL): How do you optimize management? By not
having batteries in parallel? By having individual battery
charges?
The VT levels can be set separately.
Timmerman (JPL):
and is it used?
Is there an automatic recharging fraction
Gaston (RCA): There are multiple VTs and a trickle option.
However, the switch to trickle is not used.
Prudhoe (Martin Marietta): How is the DOD calculated?
Why isn't the battery fully charged?
The plots are from the onboard computer. EOD was plotted and
not EOC.
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SESSION IV
NICKEL HYDROGEN
Chairman: Dr. Lawrence Thaller, NASA/LeRC
PRtE_G PA,q,E BLANK NOT FLMF.D .... :4_ ....
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"NiR 2 BATEERY RECHARGE-MANAGI_ERT FOR IN-ORBIT OPERATIONS"
ROBERT GREEN
At this point the meeting turned to presentations on Nickel
Hydrogen batteries, and the chairman was Lawrence Thaller
(NASA/LeRC). The first speaker of the NiH 2 program was Robert
Green (GTE Spacenet) on "NiH 2 Battery Recharge Management for
In-Orbit Operations." Green pointed out that his co-author is
Marc Smith.
Green discussed autonomous recharge management for the NiH 2
batteries onboard the GSTAR and Spacenet Satellites. The
satellite characteristics are shown in Green [Figures 4, 5, and
6] and the battery characteristics appear in Green [Figures 6 and
7]. Charge Rates, and Depth of Discharge design goal appear in
Green [Figures 9, i0, and ii].
GTE Spacenet's goal was to get away from traditional "hands
on" battery management, Green [Figures 13 and 14], and to devise
a scheme whereby "daily wait until the last minute calculations
are rendered obsolete."
The new plan calls for prediction of many variables and
estimation of the discharge load using either previous eclipse
season data or the spacecraft power budget (Green [Figure 16]).
The new plan also eliminates computing accurate eclipse
enter/exit times. As a result of calculations shown in Green
[Figures 17,18,19, and 20] charge rates and recharge times were
calculated as shown in Green [Figures 21,22, and 23]. Then a
spacecraft command schedule could be generated for an entire
eclipse season, and the daily task of calculating battery
recharge could be eliminated (Green [Figure 23A]).
It was found that adequate battery recharge could be
performed on all the GTE spacecraft throughout the eclipse
season, using pre-eclipse-generated command sequences. (See
Green [Figures 25, 26, and 27]).
Q. Dunlop (COMSAT): How do you do reconditioning?
Am We do not perform reconditioning it although we have the
capability to do so.
Q. Mackowski (McDD): On .the older system were you using onboard
amp-hour integration? Does one spacecraft have bypass diodes
and the other doesn't?
A. Everything was calculated on the ground. The battery design
is the combined effort of GTE and the satellite
manufacturer.
PMC;_;,_6 _;_.e..:i. BL,_NK NOT FIRMED









Sullivan (APL): Why not use deep discharge reconditioning?
Is it a reliability consideration?
Deep discharge reconditioning of NiH 2 batteries has no
advantage in geosynchronous orbit.
Bragg (JSC): How many spacecraft are we talking about?
There are four spacecraft in orbit now and three to come.
Anjou (Intelsat): Did reconditioning have any effect on
pressure?
Again, we do not perform reconditioning on any of our
batteries at this time.
Anjou (Intelsat): You may limit the pressure rise if you
do it.
The battery design has been reported in the proceedings of
the IECEC in 1984.
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"LIFE-TEST RESULTS OF THE INTELSAT-V NIH 2 BATTER1 TM
RC_ HUDAK presented by CHARLES KO_7._q
Charles Koehler was
Hudak (Ford Aerospace)
Intelsat-V NiH 2 Battery."
introduced as
speaking on
the substitute for Ron
"Life-test Results of the
Twenty seven cells are connected serially in a battery with
bypass diodes and a strain gauge (Hudak [Figure 2]).
The first launch, in May 1983, demonstrated commercial
communications satellite use of the NiH 2 battery.
There was a fairly constant rOD voltage over 18 seasons.
EOC temperatures were tested at i0 degrees C chamber temperatures
and the batteries achieved maximum temperatures of 15 to 20
degrees C. EOD temperatures were similar. Reconditioning was
performed with a 50 ohm resistor. Performance was fairly stable
at 33/34 amp-hours (Hudak [Figure 3]).
As a result of life testing for the equivalent of over 9
orbital years the conclusion is that 70 percent DOD operation is
very feasible--it is a safe level of operation to use (Hudak
[Figure 8]). (This is a requirement for INTELSAT-V
geosynchronous operation.)
e. Youngblood (GE Americom): Was the increase in capacity
parallel to the increase in pressure?
A. We have seen an upward trend in pressure over the duration
of the test.
Q. Dunlop (Comsat): The orbital data for Intelsat V shows that
reconditioning capacity is fairly stable--it is not
increasing. There is a small pressure rise with time. We
may report the pressure rise vs time next year. The rate of
change of "pressure" is used to terminate the charging in
the Sandia program.
Q. Broderick (GTE): Does reconditioning improve the pressure
rise? Can you explain this?
A. [British speaker]: The increase of pressure without an
increase in capacity is bad. Reconditioning limits the
pressure rise due to corrosion. A pressure rise of 15 to 25
psi has been observed with reconditioning. Without
reconditioning you'd see double that on a yearly basis.
Q. : What's the phenomenon?
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LIfE TEST RESULTS Or THE INTELSAT-V
NICKEL-HYDROGEN BATTERY
Ronald E. Hudak
_ord Aerospace & Communications Corporation
Western Development Laboratories
Pale Alto, California 94303
ABSTRACT
The electrical power subsystem for
the INTELSAT-V communication satellite
contains two nickel-hydrogen (NI-H2)
batteries (Eigllre I) for ener_ storage,
full eclipse operation capability and peak
power operation exceeding solar array
capability. The 27-celi battery assem-
blies have a nameplate capacity of 30
ampere-hours and are designed for a maxi-
mum dep_-of-discharge of 70_ over a
miss£on life of seven years. A complete
description of _he battery, it's operating
modes and _he cell design is given in
Reference I. This battery design has now
been flown on six INTELSAT-V spacecraft to
date, sucoesfully accumulating 33 battery-
years of on-orblt operational performance.
_llght model 6, launched in May, 1983, was
_he first INTELSAT spacecraft to be
launched wi_h v.he nickel-hydrogen battery
which is now _he battery system used on
the remainder of the iS satellite series.
Two more satellites were launched wi_h
this battery system. Due to launch vehicle
anomalies these satellites did not achieve
geosynchronous orbit and are not
operational. INTELSAT-V is the largest
com=_unlcatlons satellite now in operation
for _he International Telecomzunications
Satellite Organization (INTELSAT) and is
built by an international team of contrac-
tors headed by Ford Aerospace &
Communications Corporation (EACC). This
paper sumz_rlzes the results of the semi-
accelerated life test being conducted at
EACC on the NI-H2 battery.
rig. 1 INTELSAT-V NICKEL-HYDROGEN BATTERY.
LIfE TEST REGIME AND CONDITIONS
The semi-accelerated life test
results in approximately six eclipse
seasons per calendar year. Each eclipse
season Is simulated on a real time basis
while _he usually long solstice period is
shortened to two weeks. During _he sol-
stice period a reconditioning cycle is
performed using a 50 ohm resis=ive load
and after every other season s capacity
cycle is performed at 15 ampere (A) con-
stant current discharge.
The daily eclipse consists of a
1SA discharge varying from a minimum of 18
minutes _o a maximum of 72 minutes. The
maximum discharge corresponcLs to 60_
_ep_h-of-dls_harge (DOD), and is represen-
tatlve of normal on-ethiC opera_ion.
Recharge is at _he full rate of 2.86A
followed by trickle charge at 0.96A and
all charging is bi-sec_enoed a_ five
minutes on/flve mlnu_ee off. The recharge
ra_io a= the full-charge ra_e is 1.15. The
llfe tes_ is being conducted at a nominal
temperature of 10 degrees centigrade and
_he temperature is controlled by an
envlronmen_al control cham_er. Electrical
control is achieved by dedicated test
equipment, and cycling continues almost
uninterrupted, foray-five daily eclipse
cycles constitute one eclipse season:
eighteen eclipse seasons have been accumu-
lated through October, 1986.
Prior _o battery assembly the
battery cells underwent cell validation
testing and these test results were used
for battery cell matching, following
assembly, the battery underwent acceptance
testing, and was assigned to life test
cycling. The baseline capacity measured
at the end of acceptance was 32.85 ampere-
hours. The battery was charged and the
first eclipse cycle was initiated in
November, 1982.
TEST RESULTS
The semilaccelerated life test of
the INTELSAT-V battery design has success-
fully completed eighteen seasons of cyc-
ling with nearly undetectable degradation.
figure 2 shows seasonal capacity
measuremen_ using the 50 ohm resistive
reconditioning load to a nominal voltage
cutoff of 27v battery or 0.7v cell as
employed on the INTELSAT-V spacecraft.
Variations in measured capacities are due
to the actual cutoff voltage of each
reconditioning cycle and are no_ due to
changes in performance.
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Big. 2 RECONDITIONING DISCHARGE CAPACITY.
Eigure 3 shows the lowest average
cell discharge vol_age recorded during
each of _he eclipse seasons. While varia-
tions occur due _o differences in da_a
recording timing, v,he trend as a function
of time shows only a slight degradation of
voltage. The vol_age difference from _he
first _o _he 18th season shown amounts to
0.0026v/cell, while _he orbital _ime
represented is nine years. The test
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rig. 5 TYPICAL CELL DISCHARGE VOLTAGE
DURING 72 MINUTE ECLIPSE.
Eclipse season data is shown in
Eigure 4 for season eighteen. The end-of-
discharge voltage drops to 1.176V, coin-
ciding with a depth-of-discharge of 60 _.
This representative discharge voltage
profile shows the downward _rend in volt-
age as daily cycle duration becomes longer
until the maximum discharge time of 72
minutes is reached at cycle 22 of _he 45
day eclipse season. After five cycles are
simulated at 72 minutes, eclipse duration
decreases until _he 451h cycle concludes
_he season. Bull rate charge periods are
adjusted daily to maintain a recharge
ratio of 1.15.
A comparison of discharge voltage
curves is presented in Eigure 5. Shown
are longest eclipse days for seasons 1 and
18. Average discharge voltage has
decreased only 14my while the end-of-
discharge vol_age has changed very little.
I_ is felt that a higher recharge ratio
such as 1.20 would correct this voltage
change. The higher ratio is well within
the design limi_ of 1.30 at end-of-life
(EOL)
Eigure 6 presents maximum charge
voltages achieved for zhe longest eclipse
day of each of the 18 seasons. The gradual
increase for the first four seasons is
followed by stable voltages for the
remainder of the testing covered.
Variations in data points are attributable
to da_a recording timing differences, and
not _o performance variation. These data
points represent _he full charge rate
end-of-charge voltages: the peak vol_age
of 1.504v/cell at season 18 ks lower than
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SUmmArY
The 8_-•cceler•_od llfe test
perfornod on the II_IEI._T-V nickel-
hydrogen battery demign was initiated
prior to the launch of the first such
battery system flown on any commercial
satellite, flight model 6 of the
INTELSAT-V series of communication
satellites. The semi-accelerat:ed rate was
incorporated so that performance tren_
could be identifled prior to the equiv-
alent point acheived on the spacecraft
batteries flying.
The results indicate that there is
no significant degradation mode which is
out of the ordinary. Battery capacity has
remained stable. End-of-dlsch•rge voltage
and average dlsch•rgn voltage has changed
sllgh_ly and with • higher recharge ratio
it would likely be constant.
End-of-charge voltages have increased only
slightly. The performance of v.he llfe
test battery has exceeded early expects-
tlons of end-of-life battery performance.
The laboratory data supports the actual
flight data observ_ on six spacecraft
flying with this battery system.
The test data suppor_s the design
requirement that the battery be qualified




"Nickel-Hydrogen Batteries for INTELSAT
V," G. van O,mering, C. W. Koehler, and
D. C. Briggs, Proceedings of the 15th
In_ersoclety Energy Conversion
Engineering Conference, August, 1980,
p. 1885.
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"THE kFZ-H 2 BATEER_ SYSTI_:
A SPACE FLIGHT APPLICATION SDI_IAR_'
LEE MILLER
EAGLE-PICHER INDUSTRIES, INC. (EPI)
Abstract
It is generally accepted nickel-hydrogen will be the major
rechargeable battery system selected for high-reliability,
aerospace applications such as spacecraft through at least the
remainder of this century. Therefore, it may be of benefit to
potential aerospace users and others interested in system
reliability aspects if an application summary were offered. For
example, it may not be common knowledge there have been 16
satellite launches which have flown the Ni-H 2 battery system.
Furthermore, these missions in total have surpassed 20,000,000
battery cell hours of space flight operation. Both of these data
would be significantly greater but further launches were delayed
as the results of the STS accident.
This paper will summarize the aerospace programs which have
flown, are flying and will fly the Ni-H 2 battery systems.
Background
The nickel-hydrogen battery design has been promoted as the
most advanced, long life, rechargeable battery technology
developed over the last 50 years. Per unit weight this system
should offer more than twice the power available from the
previously used battery system (nickel-cadmium). In the area of
electrical cycle life capacity, a projected 30,000 cycle, 15 year
capability (versus I0,000 - 15,000 cycles and 5-7 years for
nickel-cadmium) renders a system ability to actually outlast the
equipment in which it may be installed. In addition the nickel-
hydrogen battery offers a true hermetically sealed design which
means it is totally maintenance free and the danger of
electrolyte leakage is virtually eliminated.
This design also offers the advantage of not requiring
acceptance of new electrochemical technology by the potential
user. The Ni-H 2 battery cell simply combines the best features
of the nickel-cadmium (Ni-Cd) system (positive electrode) and the
hydrogen/oxygen (H2/O 2 ) fuel cell system (H 2 electrode). A
simple, common gas design evolves which features only
established, and both chemically and structurally stable
components (thus a high DOD and long cycle life capability), and
which can operate over a wide temperature range (-20 degrees to
40 degree C has been demonstrated).
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The electrochemical reactions involved are straightforward
and are well known within the industry. For the first time a
hermetically sealed, rechargeable battery system is available
which can sustain high rate overcharge and even overdischarge
without short term or long term system degradation. In addition,
the reactions are "H20" balanced which is very important from an
electrolyte management stand point.
By replacing one of the two opposing metal electrodes
(conventional internal battery cell design) with hydrogen gas,
significant system benefits are achieved. The weight of the
replaced metal electrodes are of course eliminated plus overall
system performance is enhanced. The potential for metal-to-metal
shorting is minimized and the lack of a "wear-out" mechanism for
a gas reaction greatly improves system cycle life capability.
The nickel-hydrogen battery system has already demonstrated an
abuse tolerance (both operational and environmental) far in
excess of any competitive battery and this simply translates into
superior system reliability.
Because of this inherent reliability, the nickel-hydrogen
system has been initially designed and produced for "high Eel"
aerospace applications. To the extent this technology has been,
is now and will be applied in this industry is the subject of
this paper.
Space Flight Application S_ary
The subject flight programs will be summarized under four
(4) categories as follows:
I • Programs Which Have Flown
These programs are now complete•
II. Programs Which Are Flying
These programs have satellites now in operation
and may have additional launches scheduled.
III. Programs Which Will Fly
These programs are in the hardware production
phase, but no launch has occurred as of this date.
IV. Programs Which Plan to Fly
These programs are committed to or are seriously
considering the application of the Ni-H 2 battery
system.
To facilitate a review of this information, the associated
data will be presented in a tabular format under the above
headings. The program will be identified and pertinent details
listed.
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Although EPI, in its role as a battery and a battery cell
manufacturer, has some general program level knowledge, a few
program detail errors may occur. We are obliged to apologize in
advance if this is the case.
I. Programs Which Have Flown:







Prime Contractor - LMSC
Mission - LEO
Duration - approximately one (i) year
Battery Capacity - 50 Ahr
Battery Size - 21 cells
Launch Date - 1976







Prime Contractor - TRW/Comsat
Mission - High altitude polar, similar to
accelerated GEO
Duration - approximately eight (8) years
Battery Capacity - 35 Ahr
Battery Size - Two (2) 7 cell modules
connected in series
Launch Date - 1976








Prime Contractor - FACC
Mission - GEO
Duration - Longest, five (5) years now
Battery Capacity - 30 Ahr
Battery Size - 27 cells
Launch Date - 1983 (2), 1984 (i)








Prime Contractor - RCA
Mission - GEO
Duration - Longest, four (4) years now
Battery Capacity - 40 Ahr
Battery Size - Two (2) ii cell modules
connected in series
Launch Date - 1984 (2)








Prime Contractor - RCA
Mission - GEO
Duration - Longest, three (3) years now
Battery Capacity - 30 Ahr
Battery Size - Two (2) 11 cell modules
connected in series








Prime Contractor - RCA
Mission - GEO
Duration - Three (3) years now
Battery Capacity - 35 Ahr
Battery Size - Two (2) Ii cell modules
connected in series
Launch Date - 1985







Prime Contractor - RCA
Mission - GEO
Duration - Longest, three (3) years now
Battery Capacity - 50 Ahr
Battery Size - Two (2) ii cell modules
connected in series
Launch Date - 1985 (i), 1986 (I)









Prime Contractor - BAe (UK)
Mission - GEO
Duration - I0 year requirement
Battery Capacity - 35 Ahr
Battery Size - 31 cells








Prime Contractor - HAC
Mission - GEO
Duration - i0 year requirement
Battery Capacity - 44 Ahr
Battery Size - Two (2) 16 cell modules
connected in series
Launch Date - First projected 1989

















Prime Contractor - LMSC
Mission - Multiple orbits
Duration - 10 year equipment
Battery Capacity - 76 Ahr
Battery Size - 22 cells








Prime Contractor - FACC
Mission - GEO
Duration - 10 year requirement
Battery Capacity - 30 Ahr
Battery Size - 27 cells








Prime Contractor - FACC
Mission - GEO
Duration - 15 year requirement
Battery Capacity - 83 Ahr
Battery Size - 27 cell








Prime Contractor - LMSC
Mission - LEO
Duration - Five (5) year requirement
Battery Capacity - 90 Ahr
Battery Size - 23 cells








Prime Contractor - RCA
Mission - GEO
Duration - 10 year requirement
Battery Capacity - 50 Ahr
Battery Size - Two (2) ii cell modules
connected in series
Launch Date - First projected 1989
type









Prime Contractor - Spar/RCA
Mission - GEO
Duration - 12 year requirement
Battery Capacity - 50 Ahr
Battery Size - Two (2) ii cell modules
connected in series








Prime Contractor - MBB/AEG (Germany)
Mission - GEO
Duration - 10 year requirement
Battery Capacity - 30 Ahr
Battery Size - 27 cells








Prime Contractor - ASCA (France)
Mission - GEO
Duration - 10 year requirement
Battery Capacity - 65 Ahr
Battery Size - 27 cells












Prime Contractor - Matra (France)
Mission - GEO
Duration - 10 year requirement
Battery Capacity - 78 Ahr
Battery Size - 27 cells
Launch Date - First projected 1990








Prime Contractor - FACC
(Power Subsystem)
Mission - LEO
Duration - 6.5 year requirement
Battery Capacity - 81 Ahr
Battery Size - 30 cells
Launch Date - Mid 1990's
type
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Prime Contractor - AEG (Germany)
Mission - LEO
Duration - N/A
Battery Capacity - N/A
Battery Size - N/A








Prime Contractor - FIAR (Italy)
Mission - LEO
Duration - Four (4) year requirement
Battery Capacity - 30 Ahr
Battery Size - 29 cells
Launch Date - First projected 1990
For the remaining applications under this
category, we are not certain the prime
contractor has been selected as of this date.
The proposed detail program information which
has been provided to EPI varies between prime
contractors. It would not be appropriate to
publish this information and only the program
name and mission will be identified.
"Olympus" Follow On
b) Mission - GEO
"Italsat" Follow On
b) Mission - GEO
"UHF" Follow On
b) Mission - LEO
"X-Ray Telescope"
b) Mission - LEO
"Intelsat VII"
b) Misslon - GEO
"Aussat B"
b) Misslon - GEO
"GPS Block IIR"
b) Mission - GEO
"Inmarsat II"
b) Misslon - LEO




b) Mission - Multiple orbits
"Military Satellites"
At this time a total of six (6) programs are
qualified for classification under this category.
Conclusion
This limited review has identified 38 programs which have,
are or will likely constitute the applications base for this
battery technology. It is hoped this summary will provide a
useful reference for potential users and others who may be
interested in the extent of the application of the nickel-
hydrogen battery system.
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"HZB 2 LEO LIFE TEST AT NT_C (CRANE):
C_C'_ ZA.'_C)N RESULTS"
The next speaker was Tony Felts who described the "NiH 2 LEO
Life Test at NWSC ICrane): Cell Characterization Results." The
major objectives of the work (Felts [Figure 3]) are to:
Demonstrate NiH 2 performance in LEO
Develop a statistically significant data base
Provide uniform, comparable data from various vendors
The goals are to develop minimum cycle lives as shown in the
chart and to achieve a minimum reliability of 90 percent at an 80
percent confidence limit.
The approach is, (Felts [Figure 4]), to test cells under LEO
and mid-altitude orbit (MAO) regimes.
Acceptance testing was performed on both Gates and Yardney
cells (Felts [Figure 8]). The best capacities occur at 0 degree
C for cells from both vendors. Cell characterization tests,
(Felts [Figure i0]), were performed for five Gates and five
Yardney cells (both types having 3.5" diameters). It was found
that efficiencies decrease as discharge rates increase. The
Yardney cells were more sensitive to temperatures. (Felts
[Figures II through 16]).
It was found, (Felts [Figure 17]), that cell impedance
dominates efficiency. Also the charge rate has a complex effect
on efficiency.
The objectives of the life test charging algorithm study,
(Felts [Figure 19]), were to minimize the following parameters:
Decrease in the EOD voltage
Increase in the EOC parameter recharge fraction.
At this time three Yardney packs and one Gates pack are
undergoing life tests Felts [Figure 20] 3.5" cells from EPI and
Hughes will be life cycle tested by the second quarter of FY88.
4.5" cells from all vendors should be in test by the end of FY88
(Felts [Figure 23]).
Q. Mackowski (McDD): What are the specific charge rates?
A. Charge rates have been 50, 25, 12.5, and 5 amps. They vary
widely and may differ for each cell pack.
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eo Thaller (LeRC): At 60 percent DOD shouldn't the recharge
ratio efficiency be inversely proportional to DOD?
A. Didn't find it in the curves.
eo Badcock (Aerospace): The core temperatures in the cell are
so high that they raise the currents.
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"Z,_ TESTING OF NZH 2 CELLS AT _-l__"
Ken Fuhr (Martin-Marietta) gave a presentation entitled "LE____OO
Testing of NiH 2 Cells at Martin-Marietta: A Status Report."
The objective of the work, (Fuhr [Figure 2]), is to develop
a data base for low earth orbit use of nickel-hydrogen cells and
batteries. For every cell that comes in, there is an initial
receiving and inspection test (Fuhr [Figure 3]) As of 1 November
1987 the oldest cells have been tested through 8718 cycles. A
reconditioning cycle, (Fuhr [Figures 12 and 13]), is performed
when a cell fails. Failure means that the cell cannot maintain
one volt at rOD.
Looking at the cell failure chart, (Fuhr [Figure 14]), all
but cell 14 are at 60 percent DOD. Apparently cell 14 had a
hydrogen leak. The manufacturer repaired it but it failed again.
Seventy-nine percent of the failures were at 10 degrees C.
The approach is to life-cycle test both the 3.5" 50 amp-hour
and the 4.5" i00 amp-hour NiH 2 cells and eventually get into
building a NiH 2 battery.
The maximum temperature
during the cell cycling.
rise was about 2 to 3 degrees C
Q. : Describe the charge regime.
A. There was constant current charging.
em George (NASA/MSFC): In the earlier viewgraphs you described
the capacity tests. The C/2 charge rate for 16 hours was
shown. Was that used for the capacity tests?
k. C/10 for 16 hours is used for capacity tests (there was an
error on the chart) performed every 1,000 cycles.
e. George (NASA/MSFC)
C/10 for 16 hours.
On other viewgraphs you say that you do
Why the difference?
A. The other slides should have read C/10 as well.
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RECONDITIONING CYC E
• REMOVE FROM TEST AND DISCHARGE TO 0.0 VOLTS
WITH A 1 OHM RESISTOR
- CHARGE AT A C/10 RATE FOR 16 HOURS
- DISCHARGE AT C/2 RATE TO 1.0 VOLT AND RECORD
CAPACITY
- DISCHARGE TO 0.0 VOLTS WITH A 1 OHM RESISTOR
- CHARGE AT A C/10 RATE FOR 16 HOURS
- ALLOW CELLS TO STAND ON OPEN CIRCUIT FOR
72 HOURS
- DISCHARGE AT A C/2 RATE TO 1.0 VOLT AND
RECORD CAPACITY
- CHARGE AT A C/10 RATE FOR 18 HOURS ANO
RETURN TO LEO CYCLING
MAI i_ TI/V MAI i_IE TTAFISURE ],3, FUHR
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"P_CS OF NIB 2 CELL D_Z_ m
ARNOLD HALL
Arnold Hall (Whittaker-Yardney) gave the next two papers.
The first paper was "Parametrics of NiH 2 Cell Design."
Hall is concerned with determining the dominant trade-off
parameters to be used in designing NiH 2 individual pressure
vessel (IPV) type cells. These are the parameters to use in
comparative evaluations.
There is an optimum cell weight driven by the pV = nRT gas
law. Without tabs the basic weight is proportional to pressure
(Hall [Figure 2]). The practical design range is limited to 700
to 1200 psi. Then length trades off with pressure (Hall [Figure
3]).
A typical LEO cell weight allocation, (Hall [Figure 4]), is
divided into thirds: the weight of the positive takes about one-
third, the weight of the vessel and the electrolyte also takes
about one-third, and the balance of the components take the final
third, with tab weight taking about ten percent. The IR drop is
between 30 and 60 mV. The optimum for specific energy vs
capacity varies with the cell diameter (Hall [Figure 5]). There
is no optimum for energy density, (Hall [Figure 6]), but there is
a capacity limit set by the maximum practical vessel length.
For a tandem US Air Force stacking or recirculating stacking
arrangement (Hall [Figure 7]), there is typically a relationship
of improving specific energy vs energy density as shown for a
family of 3.5 inch cells. There are some improvements in the
back-to-back versus the US Air Force stack arrangements (Hall
[Figure 8]).
Various plates have significantly different relative impacts
on the IPV. In the chart labelled Ni Electrodes, (Hall [Figure
9]) thicker plates for the same cell capacity mean fewer plates
and there is a weight saving.
In (Hall [Figure 9]) labelled Ni Electrodes, the "reference"
is Yardney Mantech Plate.
The final sets of curves, (Hall [Figures l0 and ii]), show
the optimal values of specific energy that may in theory be
attained.
In (Hall [Figure 12]) the specific energy for cells that
have been manufactured by Whittaker-Yardney is shown relative to
practical state-of-the-art boundaries.
Q. When the capacity is increased how?
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A. There is a combination of effects having to do with electrode
manufacture: additives, porosity, loading level, and process
controls.
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TEURSDAY, ROVlmBER 5, 1988
(AFTmmOOS SESSX )
"DEVELOPMENTS IN NiH 2 CELL DESIGNS FOR SPACE APPLICATICHS"
JOHN HARVEY
The first speaker was John Harvey (Marconi Space Systems,
Portsmouth, England) on "Developments in NiH 2 Cell Designs for
Space Applications."
Harvey showed the division of design, development, and
manufacture tasks between Marconi and Harwell Laboratory for the
NiH 2 cell to fly in geosynchronous orbit (Harvey [Figure 2]).
Marconi has used space batteries since the 60's and Harwell
started their development of NiH 2 cell in 1975. They combined
operations in 1985 to design the NiH 2 cell for geosynchronous
applications. Marconi will manufacture the batteries at the end
of the development sequence.
Harvey [Figure 3], shows the independent pressure vessel
(IPV) cell. The Nickel electrodes are of the sintered type. The
pressure vessel is made of Inconel 718. The cell stack is
supported at both ends, and the cell is designed for minimum
mass.
NASTRAN finite element analyses were performed to verify
that the cell will withstand design loads and meet dynamic
performance requirements (Harvey [Figure 5]). Single-cell and
multi-cell models were used to determine temperature
distributions. Twelve cells were manufactured for the tests.
Eight cells were put through cycle life tests, and all eight
exceeded i000 cycles.
The capacity for various charge rates on cell number 9
(Harvey [Figure 9]), was a maximum at C/5; capacity for discharge
at various rates, (Harvey [Figure I0]), decreased slightly as
discharge rate increases; and at various ambient temperatures
measured at C/2 discharge after C/10 charge the maximum capacity
on cell number 9 was obtained at i0 degrees C ambient (Harvey
[Figure ii]).
A common pressure vessel (CPV) NiH 2 cell was studied for ESA
(Harvey [Figure 12]). The intent was to make optimum use of the
advantages of the CPV configuration. The cell stacks require
isolation of the electrolytes, but hydrogen must have free access
to all the stacks. A cooling pillar was added to remove heat
from the stacks. There is also a feature to accept stack
expansion. A spherical pressure vessel is used.
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The cell stacks were contained and each container had
breathing apertures to provide oxygen management. Each stack had
a 50 amp-hour capacity. NASTRAN finite-element analysis of
stress showed that the cells can stand the design loads and meet
the stiffness requirements.
Good heat transfer was achieved by having a small gap
between components in the heat path. The temperature changes
were acceptable. The CPV's are being tested now, and results
will be presented later.
In summary, (Harvey [Figure 15]), all analyses have been
done by computer modeling. The IPV cell design and performance
have been confirmed, and the CPV cell has been designed and its
performance is being assessed.
Q. : The CPV design has a metal core. Is there an
















Was the IPV natural frequency
Yes, it was tested to specification
frequency inside was not measured.
but the resonant
Badcock (Aerospace Corp.): Do you need to compensate for
different electrode pair resistance when both terminals are
at one end of the cell?
It's not a problem--Harwell would have to respond to this.
Badcock (Aerospace Corp.): How do you verify that flaw size
is controlled in the weld and in the parent material?
The structural people have studied this.
George (NASA/MSFC): Regarding the natural frequency
measurements--are there no plans to measure the natural
frequency of the stack?
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JACK SINIX3RF
Jack Sindorf (Johnson Controls described
_ of a Low Cost NiH Batt_ .,, ,Progress in the
Developmental effort on a terrestrial
hydrogen battery, funded thr_,,-_ _ ..... versl?n of the nickel
_,, oanula naPressure Vessel (C } _, . , s resulted in a Co
. PV. -_sl co • mmon
battery used in co_ication gn .... s_ing much less than the Hi/H9
r.ab_rlcated for autonomous photovo____ _ .A 7 kWh battery was
±_re and zero maintenance are r "_= app_cauions. A 30 year
CPV's co . _ P .3acted. The new ba
nnected wlth a con_n- m_.;_-_ -_ ttery has 4
each C ......._'_- xnere
PV. The system provides 7 kWh at 24 volts, are ten cells _n
An improved aerospace battery consists of 27 cells in a CPV.
Each cell has nine cell-modules, and each
2___el?ctrodes bound in a _=_-_^_= .... cell module.has 2+ and
alr_uszon screens. --_ _ ua?_ conrlgurat_on b t
• . . Hydrogen ne ata Y he
szgnlflcant wezght advantage over c:_ ve electrodes offer a
battery has a fl al _,_,_ ^_ _. ^.. ium electrode_, e cDv
reduction over a _---_-_-_-_'YJ Kg' gavlng it a 26% w i ht
--t_unu_-g x_v battery (Sindorf [Figure _5Y).
60 Whrs/kg are pro]ected for the CPV battery, and the cost is
pro3ected to 1/15 that of the Intelsat V IPV battery (Sindorf[Figure 16]).
With a 72 battery/year production rate, there could be a 15-
to-i cost reduction, 50 percent improved energy efficiency, and
3-to-i volume reduction (Sindorf [Figure 16, 17, and 18]).
Contributing to the cost reduction are the CPV, less expensive






Koehler (Ford Aerospace): Where do the diodes go?
Dunlop (COMSAT): Inside the pressure vessel.





That is the preferred option.
Koehler (Ford Aerospace): How about including the weight of
the fluid in the weight breakdown?
Dunlop (COMSAT): We should do this for the space version
and there would be a weight penalty.
Koehler (Aerospace): Any vibration work on the CPV
Not yet.
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BACKGROUND
SANDIA INITIATED DEVELOPMENTAL PROGRAM


















































































TOTAL THICKNESS 1,094 863
FIGURE ii. SINDORF
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CELL COMPONENT WEIGHTS
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BATTERY COMPONENT WE_.IC.__TS






























(kg) (Z) (kg) (Z)
28.70 88.5 16.25 74.1
2.02 6.2 3.61 16.5
0.67 2.0 0.67 3.0
















WEIGHT OF BATTERY (kg)
ENERGY/UNIT WEIGHT
(Vh/kg)
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PILOT PLANT -- BASIS FOR COST
STUDY (PRODUCTION PERSONNEL)
PRODUCTION PLANT -- INCREASED
PRODUCTION LEVELS
I]]]]]]1_ IMPROVED. STATE-OF-THE-ART PLANT
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CONCLUSIONS
DEVELOPMENT. OF
COMMON PRESSURE VESSEL DESIGN
OF NICKEL HYDROGEN
RECOMMENDED FOR AEROSPACE BATTERIES
POTENTIAL ADVANTAGES:
-15 TO 1 REDUCTION IN COST
-50Z IMPROVEMENT IN ENERGY EFFICIENCY
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"_ _ IN NIH 2 TECm_OLOGY"
JOHN KENNEDY presented by ARNOLD BALL
Arnold Hall went on to give the talk originally to be given
by John Kennedy on "Recent Developments in NiH_ Technology at
Whittaker-Yardney."
The four cells shown in (Hall [Figure 2]) are now on life
tests, and others are also about to be tested by NASA. Life
cycle voltage trends for MANTECH cells to over 10,000 cycles are
show in (Hall [Figure 3]). In (Hall [Figure 4]), on NiH 2 Cell
Life Cycle Testing, I = interrupted and C = continuous testing.
Referring to (Hall [Figure 5]), it is noted that significant
storage periods have not affected cell performance. Regarding
the MANTECH cells, three of these are in test at Yardney; they
been, in effect, reconditioned at every 1000 cycles during
recharacterization. At ten thousand cycles the tests were
interrupted for 10 months.
Cell expansion continues to be an issue. Growth of 1.9
mils/plate was found in the 50 amp-hour cells (Mantech) at 5000
cycles (Hall [Figure 6]). At 10000 cycles the growth rate
decreased. No blisters were observed in cells BV to CP.
In studying the boiler-plate cells, (Hall [Figure 7]), it
was found that plate capacity can be increased through additives-
-a 5 to 8 percent increase has been obtained.
Thicker Nickel electrodes (> 40 mils) are now being studied




Fuhr (Martin Marietta): What were the pressures on the
stack before and after expansion?
Don't have them.
Miller (Eagle-Picher):
to a preselected DOD?
In the stress test do you discharge
Yes. Stress tests had DOD of 80 to 95 percent.
Willis (AT&T): Do you have a preferred method of cell
storage?
We recommend storing in the shorted condition at 20 degrees
C.
Methlie (Government): Regarding the weight budget for the
3.5 and 4.5 inch cells, what is the proportion used by the







It's a combination of things. Use of the inside volume
effectively has to be the reason. I haven't got a solid
reason.
: Similar studies were done about ten years ago. The
larger diameters shouldn't cause the decreased energy
density. That wasn't found to be the situation ten years
ago.
We need to look at this further.
At this point there was a lunch break with the session to resume
starting with John Harvey's talk.
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John Smithrick (NASA LeRC) spoke on "Recent Progress in Ni
_2..Cell/Battery Technology at NASA Lewis Research Center." LeRC
is investigating the IPV NiH 2 cell, the bipolar NiH 2 battery, and
component development (Smithrick [Figure 2]). Some of the new
features of the advanced cell are the use of floating stacks,
serrated separators, and reduced KOH concentration. Varying KOH
concentration has a significant effect on cycle life. The
selection of 26 percent KOH is regarded as a breakthrough
(Smithrick [Figures 6, 7 and 8]).
The Ni electrode is the greatest contributor to the weight
of the cell, and the substrate is the greatest contributor to the
weight of the electrode (Smithrick [Figures 18, 19, and 20]).
Q. Miller (Eagle-Picher): There was a question about the HST







Badcock (Aerospace Corp.) One out of seven Yardney cells
showed a problem with storage. There can be a storage
problem.
Okay
Methlie (Government): What are
separators?
the characteristics of the
Potassium Titanate-Polyethylene has a thickness of about i0
mils and bubble pressure > 30 psi. Polyethylene ks being
considered as a zircar replacement.
Gonzalez-Sanabria (NASA LeRC): They have about 75 percent
porosity, resistivity about 4 ohm-cm, 150 percent
electrolyte retention. They basically meet the requirements
reported two years ago at the IECEC conference.
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STATE OY ART CELLS
o Y_ MANTEQ-I CELLS
o NO CAPACITY LOSS 13UETO CNE YEAR STORAGH
o CYCLE TEST _IPLErED AT DEEP DEFrHS OF DIS(I-lARGE
o CYCLE TEST C(]qTINUING AT 10% DoD
O OTHER MANtn=ACII/I_RS






D_K_NSTRATED IN BOILER PLATE CELLS
B_GH IN CYCLE LIFE-26% K(]H, OVER 35,000 LEO CYCLES AT 80% DoD
C/IMPRESSION TEST C(_IPLETED-INITIAL PERFORMANCE INDEPENDENT OF C_4PRESSION
LIGHT i_El(]-rrCELL-PARAMETRIC STUDY INITIATED ON EFFECT OF CQM_
AND DESIQq VARIATIONS ON SPECIYIC ENERGY
BIPOLAR BATTERY
o DENDNSTRATED CYCLE PERR31_MANCE IN BOILER PLATE CEI/_
o DEM3NSTRATED HI(_I VOLTA(_ AND PULSE DIS(}IARGE PERIK)I_,NCE
o DESI(_ AND EE_DNSTRATE OFrlMI/M FLIGHT WEI(I-IT.BATTERY
CC_3NENY __IENT
o SEPARATOR
o ALTERNATE SEPARATORS FOR ASBESTOS AND ZIRCAR PRODUCED USING STANDARD
PAPER TECHNOLOGY
o CYCLE TESTING IN BOILER PLATE CELLS IN PROGRESS
O LIGHT WEIGHT NICKEL ELECI?,ODE
o CQNTRACr-HI/GHES RES_ INITIATED
o INHOUSE-ELECrI_DES BEING EVALUATED
FIGURE 21, SMITHRICK
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"EFFEC_ OF KOB C0_ICINTRATION ON NIH 2 CELL PEP_cE"
HONG LIM
The final scheduled speaker was Hong Lim (Hughes Research
Lab____!)on "Effect of KOH Concentration on NiH 2 Cell Performance.,,
A very important conclusion is that cycle
dependent on KOH concentration (Lim [Figure 2]).
life is very
In the boiler-plate cells the electrolyte sits at the bottom
of the container. The wetness of the boiler-plate stack is
comparable to the wetness of the flight cell stack. In the
various curves of KOH concentration effects the hydrogen
electrode of one cell was not properly connected and it is
regarded as an anomaly cell. Changes in the charge/discharge
ratio affect the relation between capacity and the KOH
concentration effect. At very high discharge rates nonlinear
behavior sets in. As shown in (Lim [Figure 17]), when the
concentration of KOH is 26 percent, the capacity does not
decrease as the number of cycles increases. There is a drastic
dependence of cycle life on KOH concentration, with maximum cycle
life at 26 percent KOH! The use of 45-minute cycles represents an
accelerated life test as compared to the 90 minutes that would be








the cycle tests? Do
temperatures?
What was the temperature during
you plan to test at different
We don't plan to test at different temperatures. 23 degrees
C has been the controlled outside temperature and 25 degrees
C has been the maximum inside the cell temperature.
Thierfelder (GE Astro): I note that 0.9 V was the criterion
for failure. Suppose you had used 1.1 V--the more common
requirement?
The difference is arbitrary.
45 minute cycle regime.
We used 0.9V because we had a
Chang (Ford Aerospace): Will you run - 10
degrees C for some of the tests?
degrees C, 0
No, we don't plan to do this.
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22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36
K0H CONCENI"RAr_0N,
C/2 160 min - C/2 to 1.0V
0.050544=X ÷5.621642
FIGURE 5, LIM
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KOB Concentration Effects on Initial Czpacity of Ni/H2 Cells.
76
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KOB Concentration Effects on Initial Capacity of Ni/H2 Cells.
I I I I I I I
22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36
KOH CONCENTRATION, %
• 1.37 C Rate Discharge
__ 0.04313,X ÷5.834257
Measured by charging cells for 80 min at 1.0 C rate and then
discharging to 1.0 V.
FIGURE 7, LIM
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22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36
KOH C0NCENTKATION,
2.0 C Rate Discharge
-- 0.048315.X +5.603049
Measured by charging cells for 80 min at 1.0 C rate and then
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22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36
KOH CONCENTRATION,
¢ 4.0 C Rate Discharge
4.094416e-O4*X**3 -0.041865.X*.2 .1.479637.X -10.830287
Measured by charging cells for 80 min at 1.0 C rate and then
discharging to 1.0 V.
FIGURE 9, LIM
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Flooded capacities of a nickel electrode as a function of [KOB]
Average of 3 to 5 measuremants (cycle no. 1 & 2 excluded) by 0.5C
discharge to -1.5V vs Ni-foi]. (A) 0.I C charge (cyc.no. 3-6), (B)
IC charge (cyc.no. 7-9), (C) O.IC charge after electrolyte change;
16_ to 41_, 21 to 36, 26 to 31, 31 to 26, 36 to 21, and 41 to 16,
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SESSION V
PANEL DISCUSSION
THE MERITS OF CURRENT KOH CONCENTRATION
IN USE FOR NiI'I 2 AND NiCd CELLS
Chairman: Dr. Lawrence Thaller, NASA/LeRC
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PANEL SESSION
The last scheduled event of the Battery Conference was a
Panel Discussion of the Merits of Current KOH Concentration in
Use for NiH 2 and NiCd Cells. The panelists were Hong Lim (Hughes
Aircraft) and Jim Dunlop (Comsat). Chairman Lawrence Thaller had
posed general questions for the panel and these were presented
by Dunlop, and then he gave his responses to them:
i. Concentration Effect
A. Swelling characteristics--is it better to reduce the










that everyone would agree that it is probably
the KOH concentrations. He commented that




COMSAT research has shown that there has been migration of active
material toward the surface.
Dunlop pointed out that the measured electrolyte
concentration differs whether the cell is fully charged or fully
discharged. This should be kept in mind when looking at Lim's
data. The change was slightly masked in Lim's procedure.
Intelsat V and VI cells give better utilization than Lim's
cells. Dunlop would go to 31 percent or lower in discharge for
LEO applications.
Lim made the following remarks: The concentration of KOH
does change with charge/discharge. He used a boiler plate cell
and laid it on its side to equilibrate. He then righted it and
charged it. Then he measured the KOH and the amp-hours. He
couldn't find the change in KOH described by Dunlop.
Lim has three kinds of data on swelling. With lower KOH
concentration there was lower expansion. Lim's work is confirmed
by McDermott and also by Bell Labs work. With the boiler plate
cells there was little difference in capacity between 26 percent
and 31 percent KOH and some voltage advantage. The advantage
comes out clearly with respect to longer life. Lim agreed that
we need to confirm the change in KOH at charge vs discharge.
549
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Dunlop said that when the cells are activated the KOH
concentration is what we put in. He has no conflicting data in
his data base. Lim said that his techniques are different from
Dunlop's. Dunlop said that Lim's boiler plate has a greater
amount of KOH and therefore a lesser change in KOH concentration.
Qo : What was the method of impregnation used for the
plates in the BP cell?
A. It was the same as used for the flight version.
Qo Thierfelder (GE Astro): Were all of Lim's tests done with




All but one were flight type and the one
Q. Thierfelder (GE Astro): Was the difference in charge/
discharge found in the boiler plate cells?
A. Dunlop (COMSAT): Yes
Dunlop said that it is important to specify which KOH
concentration you are discussing. When you do an activation
process you set the KOH at 31 percent. After you do a drain
discharge you can set the KOH at 31 percent but you will get from
38 to 31 percent either way.
Q. : Why does cycle life increase with reduced KOH?
A. Lim (Hughes Aircraft): There is some indication that the
voltage increases with less "black powdering." This is
consistent with crystallographic studies.
Q* Thierfelder (GE Astro):
to see if there is a
percent.
How about studying 28.5 percent KOH
continuous change from 26 to 31
A. Lim (Hughes Aircraft): I haven't done it. Electrode changes
are observed to be less at lower KOH.
e. : In an earlier paper I reported on studying
flooding capacities with changes in KOH. I got an S-shaped
curve. Near mid 20s (percent KOH) there were big changes and
then they levelled off near 35 percent. The electrodes were
aqueous electrochemically impregnated.
Dunlop stated that for all of the Intelsat V and VI studies
he got the same utilization for aqueous and alcohol impregnation
with flooded electrolytes.
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Lim said Joe and he got different results for 31 to 26
percent. There may have been a difference in the electrodes.
Limhad ten cells with duplicate measurements--he was reporting
the average of 3 to 5 measurements. Dunlop asked whether any
cells with different concentrations were to be included in
Thaller's studies. Thaller said he'd be doing 26 and 31 percent
KOH
Q. Hall (Whittaker-Yardney): What was the change in capacity
in going from 26 to 31 percent in the early cycles?
A.
Q. Sindorf (NASA LeRC): When you charged the boiler plate
cells was there any discharge state?
A. Lim: Yes
Q. Sindorf (NASA LeRC): We
electrodes are fully dry.
A. Lim: The electrolyte was
after an overnight short.
Q. Sindorf (NASA LeRC):
-20 degrees C.
We had
Dunlop said that the -20
lower concentration of KOH.
put in electrolyte when the
filled under vacuum and drained
the 26 percent KOH freeze at
degrees C freezing suggested a
Q.
A.
: What were the types of electrodes?




adjourned at 4 p.m. on Thursday
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Co CONCENTRATION OF KOH (%)
FIGURE q. PANEL SESSION
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End of discharge voltages vs cycle number of nickel-hydrogen








--•-- 21% KOH (BPI)
........• ...21% KOH (BP7)
--;-- 23.5_, KOH (BPIO)
....•....26"_ KOH (BP2)
......• ...26% KOH (BPB)
.....• ....26"7. KOH (BPg)
----o-- 31% KOH (BP4)
......<>....... 31_, KOH (BP5)
--_-- 36% KOH (BP6)
FIGURE 5, PANEL SESSION
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